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Kurzfassung

Computation Offloading bezeichnet das Auslagern von Berechnungen an externe Plattfor-
men. Diese Plattformen verfügen über leistungsstarke Ressourcen, die gegen eine Gebühr
genutzt werden können. Computation Offloading wird häufig bei Geräten mit einer
beschränkten Hardwareausstattung eingesetzt, bspw. um die Zeit für die Abarbeitung
von komplexen Berechnungen zu verkürzen oder den Akkustand zu schonen.

Üblicherweise erfolgt die Auslagerung an eine Cloud-Infrastruktur, also Rechenzentren
mit nahezu endlosen Ressourcen. Der Cloud-Anbieter trägt die alleinige Verantwortung
über die Zuweisung von Ressourcen als auch die Zahlungsabwicklung. Dies erfordert
eine gut ausgebaute Infrastruktur, welche nur wenige große Anbieter wie bspw. Amazon,
Microsoft und Google bereitstellen können. Für kleinere Anbieter ist der Markteintritt
daher schwierig.

Eine Alternative zu traditionellen Cloud-Anbietern stellt die Blockchain dar. Mittels
Peer-to-Peer-Netzwerk ermöglicht die Blockchain eine dezentrale Verwaltung von Daten
und Programmen, da sämtliche Änderungen von allen Netzwerkteilnehmern durchgeführt
und verifiziert werden. Für die Teilnahme am Netzwerk gibt es keine Beschränkungen
oder Hürden. Aufgrund dessen bietet sich die Blockchain-Technologie als Grundlage
für eine dezentrale, frei zugängliche Computation-Offloading-Plattform an. Da eine
Blockchain jedoch nicht für aufwendige Berechnungen geeignet ist bzw. deren Ausführung
sehr teuer werden kann, ist es erforderlich, die Berechnungen außerhalb der Blockchain
durchzuführen. Dies führt allerdings dazu, dass man auf die korrekte Ausführung der
Berechnungen seitens der Netzwerkteilnehmer vertrauen muss.

In dieser Arbeit entwickeln wir auf Basis der Blockchain-Technologie einen Ansatz, der
es beliebigen Anbietern ermöglicht, Ressourcen gegen eine Gebühr zu vermieten. Zudem
vergleichen wir in einer Evaluierung mehrere Möglichkeiten, Berechnungen außerhalb
der Blockchain von Anbietern durchführen zu lassen, ohne dabei einem bestimmten
Anbieter für die korrekte Ausführung vertrauen zu müssen. Anhand eines exemplarischen
Anwendungsfalls zeigen wir, dass unser Ansatz eine Alternative zu traditionellen Cloud-
Anbietern bietet.
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Abstract

Computation offloading refers to the outsourcing of tasks to providers with vast compu-
tational resources in exchange for a fee. It can be an enabling technique for devices with
limited computational resources, e.g., mobile or IoT-devices. These resource-constrained
devices can benefit from computation offloading, e.g., by a reduced application runtime
and battery savings.

Conventionally, computation offloading takes place in the cloud, i.e., in data centers
with nearly endless computational resources. Usually, all layers of the cloud such as
the assignment of resources and payment processing are controlled by a single provider.
Because of high cost for provisioning and maintaining cloud infrastructure, the cloud
provider market is dominated by only a few big organizations such as Amazon, Microsoft,
and Google. For small to medium-sized companies it is difficult to enter the market.

Blockchain technology provides an alternative to traditional cloud providers. Organized
as peer-to-peer network, the blockchain manages data and programs in a decentralized
manner since all participants execute and verify all state changes. Furthermore, blockchain
technology allows participants to freely join and leave the network. As such, blockchain
technology is a promising solution to realize a decentralized and open computation
offloading platform. However, carrying out resource-intensive computations on blockchains
is rather expensive or in some cases just not possible. To tackle this problem, computations
can be executed off the blockchain. However, if the task is computed off-chain, the
correctness of the computation is not verified by the peer-to-peer network. In other
words, the resource provider has to be trusted.

In this thesis, we develop a blockchain-based computation offloading approach that allows
arbitrary providers to rent out their computational resources for a fee. We compare
multiple solutions for executing tasks off-chain without having to trust the resource
provider carrying out the computation. As such, the proposed solution provides an open
alternative to traditional cloud providers.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Computation offloading has gained a lot of research attention in recent years [54]. The
basic idea of offloading is that hardware-constrained devices outsource or offload resource-
intensive (mobile) tasks (e.g., natural language processing) to providers offering vast
computational resources in exchange for a fee [43, 54]. For instance, Amazon’s Echo
Dot is a voice-controlled smart speaker that leverages computation offloading to process
and interpret voice commands, e.g., a weather forecast request [39]. Besides such smart
devices, computation offloading is also used in the field of mobile applications and the
Internet of Things (IoT). Mobile applications execute various tasks, e.g., GPS navigation
or face recognition, which can be resource-intensive [1, 35]. By offloading computational
tasks to powerful resource providers, application running time can be saved. If the device
is battery-operated, battery lifetime can be saved as well [54].

Traditionally, computation offloading leverages the cloud—data centers with nearly
endless computational resources managed by a single organization such as Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft Azure, etc. [43]. Usually, all layers of the cloud such as the assignment
of resources and payment processing are controlled by a single provider. As setting up
this stack is highly cost-intensive, the cloud market is dominated by only a few companies.
Small to medium-sized organizations that are looking to rent out their own idle resources
experience high entry barriers [32, 33].

However, the advent of blockchain technology has given rise to an alternative to traditional
cloud providers as means to realize computation offloading [23, 25, 42]. Computations in a
blockchain network are not carried out by a single actor. Instead, all participants execute
and verify all state changes [45]. As such, the idea is that the blockchain takes care of
task assignment and payment processing in a completely decentralized manner while
anyone can freely join the network to rent out any idle computational resources [45, 63].

While blockchain technology removes the aforementioned entry barriers, two challenges
arise. First, task issuers have no guarantee that task processors are honest and send
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1. Introduction

back correct results. Ideally, before task issuers pay processors for their work, they have
an assurance that the returned results can be trusted. Second, due to the fact that all
data on the blockchain is public, all network participants are able to see a returned
computation result including the task issuer. Therefore, it becomes possible for task
issuers to retrieve the result that was submitted by a task processor to the blockchain
without paying.

Previous works [15, 23, 25] provide various approaches, i.e., redundant computing,
reprocessing fractions of a task locally, or reputation-based systems in order to ensure
correct results. However, the aforementioned techniques only reduce the risk of receiving
wrong results [63]. The issue of publicly accessible results is also not discussed explicitly
in [15, 23, 25].

Besides the aforementioned feature of result verification and correct payment processing,
task issuers also want to receive the best possible solution to a given problem. Considering
an NP-complete problem, e.g., the Traveling Sales Person (TSP), finding the optimal
solution is not feasible for large problem instances but different heuristics can be used to
find acceptable solutions in less time. In such use cases, it would be beneficial if a variety
of possible solutions (e.g., different heuristics implemented by different task processors)
were submitted to the blockchain with only the best one chosen and paid for by the task
issuer.

The goal of this work is to implement and evaluate a blockchain-based offloading approach
that can prove the proper execution of a particular computation while ensuring that
task processors are always paid for their work. By using a blockchain as underlying
infrastructure we dissolve the dependency on a single organization. Further, to enhance
competition between task processors and to offer task issuers the best possible solution,
an auction-based mechanism is integrated. Therefore, the thesis addresses the following
research questions:

RQ.1 Which result verification schemes are possible?
The first research question aims to provide an overview of result verification
schemes, that are suitable for a blockchain-based environment. Various concepts
are compared with respect to applicability, expected cost and security.

RQ.2 How can blockchain-based computation offloading be integrated with
the selected result verification scheme and an auction-based mecha-
nism?
The second research question focuses on the offloading procedure in the context
of the selected result verification scheme and the auction-based mechanism. Var-
ious requirements serve as basis for a transparent, open, universally applicable
and secure offloading mechanism. Different approaches regarding result delivery
and the open nature of blockchains are discussed. Consequently, a prototype is
implemented.

2



RQ.3 What are the benefits of the proposed solution and when does it make
sense to prefer a verification scheme that proves whether a defined
computation was executed properly over alternative variants?
The goal of the third research question is to evaluate the proposed solution with
regard to the overhead resulting from determining whether a computation was
executed honestly. Further, we evaluate under what circumstances the selected
result verification scheme is cheaper than alternative variants.

The methodological approach can be grouped roughly into the following four parts:

Literature review As a first step, literature in the field of computation offloading is
studied. Different computation offloading approaches, especially those which are suitable
for a blockchain-based environment and support result verification schemes, are compared
with regard to practicability, flexibility, cost and security.

Definition of requirements According to the selected result verification scheme and the
auction-based mechanism of the platform, basic requirements with regard to interactions
between parties and their temporal sequences are defined.

Implementation of the platform Within this phase, the selected result verification
scheme is implemented and combined with an auction-based mechanism by meeting the
predefined requirements. To get early insights with respect to feasibility or possible
pitfalls, the defined requirements are underpinned by explorative prototyping and testing.
For the purpose of a fully functional prototype, an exemplary use case is implemented.

Evaluation In this part of the thesis, the following points are evaluated

• Overhead included by result verification: The additional time and cost for verifying
the result of the selected use case is determined.

• Identification of cost drivers: Potential parameters which influence the cost devel-
opment in the context of the use case are outlined.

• Cost efficiency: The costs resulting of computing a task with the implemented
approach are compared with costs that occur by on-chain result verification, re-
spectively by the means of a smart contract only.

• Practicability of the proposed computation offloading approach with result veri-
fication: Beneficial aspects as well as drawbacks of the implemented solution are
described and compared to related approaches.

The thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 background knowledge in the field of
blockchain technology and Zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) is provided. After a summary
with regard to the building blocks of a blockchain, smart contracts and ZKPs, recent
works and projects in the area of blockchain-based computation offloading solutions
are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 compares various off-chain computation and
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1. Introduction

verification schemes. Additionally, a development tool to realize the so-called verifiable
off-chain computation is described. Chapter 5 covers the requirements and architecture,
while Chapter 6 describes the prototypical implementation of the proposed solution. By
means of an exemplary use case, our blockchain-based offloading solution is evaluated
in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 concludes with an overview of the contributions and possible
future work of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

In this chapter, fundamental concepts and preliminary knowledge in the field of blockchain-
based systems and ZKPs are explained. Section 2.1 describes the basic techniques and
underlying cryptographic primitives used within blockchain technology. Section 2.2 gives
a summary of blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, namely Bitcoin and Ethereum. The
fundamentals of ZKPs and their variants are stated in Section 2.3.

With regard to the term cryptocurrency, a number of different definitions can be found.
The EU parliament compares definitions of policy makers like the European Central Bank
and concludes that cryptocurrencies are mostly specified as subset of digital or virtual
currencies. They further summarize these definitions as follows: "a digital representation
of value that (i) is intended to constitute a peer-to-peer (P2P) alternative to government-
issued legal tender, (ii) is used as a general-purpose medium of exchange (independent of
any central bank), (iii) is secured by a mechanism known as cryptography and (iv) can
be converted into legal tender and vice versa" [36].

A blockchain can be seen as the technology which secures a cryptocurrency and ensures its
validity. The EU parliament describes a blockchain as backbone for cryptocurrencies [36].
Besides cryptocurrencies as applications running on top of a blockchain, blockchain
technology can be applied in various other fields as well, e.g., healthcare [65].

2.1 Fundamental Cryptography and Data Structures
Like fiat currencies, cryptocurrencies must provide security features to prevent cheating,
e.g., spending the same coin twice. Security measures for cryptocurrencies have the
additional requirement to work without a central authority. Furthermore, every security
policy must be enforced technically. To cover these challenges and realize appropriate
security measures, cryptography is employed. Among others, cryptographic hash functions
are commonly used within cryptocurrencies [45].
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2. Background

2.1.1 Cryptographic Hash Functions
In general, a hash function transforms an input of type string with arbitrary length into
a fixed-sized output. The described transformation can be computed efficiently, so that
each string of length n can be hashed within a running time of O(n) [45]. In the context
of blockchains, cryptographic hash functions must fulfill the three properties collision
resistance, hiding, and puzzle-friendliness to be considered secure. It is worth mentioning,
that puzzle-friendliness is not a general requirement but necessary for hash functions in
the field of cryptocurrencies.

Collision resistance is defined as follows [45]: "A hash function H is said to be collision
resistant if it is infeasible to find two values, x and y, such that x = y, yet H(x) = H(y)".
In other words, it should not be possible, to find two different input strings which
produce the same output. In theory, collisions are possible due to the fact that the
number of inputs (strings of arbitrary length) is larger than the amount of outputs
(strings of fixed length). Therefore, it is valid that collisions exist for a specific hash
function. However, such collisions should not be found within a tolerable period of time.
Consider a cryptographic hash function with an output length of 256 bit, e.g., SHA256.
A collision can be found by hashing 2256 + 1 different inputs. In practice, a collision
can be found earlier when more random hashes than the square root of the number of
possible outputs are generated. This phenomena is known as the birthday paradox [45].
However, calculating

√
2256 + 1 hashes with a hash rate of 100 ∗ 106 hashes per second

(comparable with the AMD Radeon VII with a hash power of 90 MH/s, which is at the
moment one of the most powerful graphic cards1) still takes 1023 years.

The second property hiding is defined as follows [45]: "A hash function H is said
to be hiding if a secret value r is chosen from a probability distribution that has high
min-entropy, then, given H(concat(r, x)) it is infeasible to find x."
Simply put, hiding means that hash functions are one-way functions, so that given the
output of a hash function y = H(x) it is not possible to figure out the initial input x. In
certain cases, for instance, if the amount of inputs is limited, e.g, the numbers of a dice,
the conclusion from outputs to inputs can be derived with less effort. To cover this issue,
a randomly chosen value r is concatenated with x. As a consequence, guessing the input
is more difficult and requires higher effort. High min-entropy means, that each possible
value r of a distribution has the same probability to be chosen.

The third security property puzzle-friendliness is defined as follows [45]: "A hash
function H is said to be puzzle friendly if for every possible n-bit output value y, if k is
chosen from a distribution with high min-entropy, then it is infeasible to find x such that
H(concat(k, x)) = y in time significantly less than 2n."
In other words, if a part of the input k has been chosen from a spread-out set with high
min-entropy, then it is difficult and time-intensive to find another value that hits exactly
that target y. Therefore, puzzle-friendliness ensures, that there is no shortcut for finding
an input, which is hashed to y, respectively to one member within the solution space.

1https://www.techradar.com/news/best-mining-gpu
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2.2. Blockchain-based Crytocurrencies

Usually, y is not a single value, but rather a set of values. If the solution set y contains
exactly one value, the puzzle is maximum hard to solve. Otherwise, the greater the
amount of permitted values, the less difficult is the puzzle.

2.1.2 Hash Pointers and Blockchain
Regular pointers and hash pointers can be used to form a data structure. In general, these
pointers contain a reference (i.e. a memory address) to retrieve further information, e.g.,
the address of the next data block. The difference between regular- and hash pointers is
that hash pointers additionally store a cryptographic hash of the referenced information.
Therefore, further information can not only be located, but also checked for integrity, so
that possible subsequent changes can be detected [45].

Hash pointers can be used to build all kinds of data structures such as linked lists or
binary trees. A linked list using hash pointers is shown in Figure 2.1, whereby each
previous-block pointer is implemented as a hash pointer [45].

prev: H( )

data

prev: H( )

data

prev: H( )

data

H( )

Figure 2.1: Example of a simplified "block chain"

One characteristic of a blockchain is, that it serves as a tamper-evident log. The main
features of a tamper-evident log is that new blocks can only be appended as any removal
or updating of previous blocks invalidates existing hash pointers. Therefore, changes
to any previous block can be detected. To give an example, consider an attacker which
manipulates the block k. As a result, the hash of block k also changes as long as the
collision resistance property holds. Therefore, the inconsistency can be noticed, unless the
subsequent block k + 1 as well has been modified by the attacker. However, in the case
that all blocks from k to the most recent block k + n have been altered, the manipulation
is recognized when comparing the hash of the last block k + n with the separately stored
hash pointer of the head element. In the described scenario, the separate copy of the
head hash pointer plays a key role. As long as a potential attacker has no access to this
(local) copy, the obfuscation of subsequent block tampering does not work [45].

2.2 Blockchain-based Crytocurrencies
In recent years, blockchain technology has experienced high interest in research and
industry. Wherever an agreement or trade between several parties takes place, blockchain
technology is considered as an alternative to existing solutions. Blockchains promise
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2. Background

that no central authority is needed to manage interactions between parties. Due to the
absence of a central entity and intermediaries, cost savings can be assumed. A further
advantage is that no position of trust to third parties is necessary. Tai et al. describe
blockchains as shared append-only transaction ledger operating in a distributed P2P
network [59].

Bitcoin, proposed in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto [44], is the first implementation of a digital
blockchain-based currency which uses a decentralized approach and therefore does not rely
on a central authority. The intention of Bitcoin was to build an electronic payment system
based on crytographic proofs instead of trust [44]. Therefore, Bitcoin provides value
transfers in form of transactions without relying on a trusted intermediary, e.g., a trustee.
Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, use several techniques to achieve consistency among all
network participants. More precisely, Bitcoin makes use of asymmetric cryptography and
a consensus mechanism called proof-of-work (PoW) to secure transactions. The consensus
protocol is needed to decide one global order of transactions among all nodes. Such
methods are required to prevent cheating, e.g., double spending of coins. Furthermore,
the PoW is a compute-intensive search puzzle, which gives the node that solves the puzzle
first, the privilege to add a new block. Multiple transactions can be included in a block.
After a new block was found, it is further broadcasted to the network. The PoW protocol
of Bitcoin uses cryptographic hash functions as described in Section 2.1. The goal is
to find an input for a hash function which evaluates to a value within the target space.
Depending on the difficulty of the PoW, block creation can take more or less time. The
average time needed to create a block in the Bitcoin network is 10 minutes. Each node
has to verify each transaction, respectively each block. By means of hash pointers, PoW
and verification of blocks, the immutability of a blockchain is ensured.

The idea of processing transactions and transferring coins within a trust-less network
was extended by the Ethereum platform in 2014 [14]. Ethereum belongs to the second
generation of blockchains [34] which provide a Turing-complete programming language
to enable on-chain execution of any kind of programs. Such programs encode arbitrary
state transitions, allowing users to create their own rules for ownership and transaction
formats [14], e.g., one could define rules which specify the conditions for a coin transfer in
the context of a purchase of a good. These programs are referred to as smart contracts,
which were discussed first by Nick Szabo in 1994 [58]. Like value transfers within Bitcoin,
smart contracts in Ethereum are executed without relying on a trusted authority. Each
state transition resulting from a smart contract is executed and validated by each network
participant. A smart contract, or more precisely its bytecode, is executed within the
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) for isolation purposes. Thus, a separation between
the host system and the smart contract is obtained. Each Ethereum network participant
runs an EVM instance. Due to the redundant computation of smart contracts, blocking
operations, e.g., an infinite loop would affect the system’s availability and throughput.
In the worst case, blocking operations can pave the way for denial-of-service attacks. To
cover this issue, an upper bound with regard to computational effort, the so called gas,
was introduced by Ethereum. Gas is a pricing value or a fee for executing transactions,
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consisting of gas units and a gas limit. Each operation consumes a determined amount of
gas units. Therefore, depending on the operations used within a smart contract, more or
less gas is consumed, whereby the gas contingent can be specified before execution [64].
Besides the possibility of defining the maximum gas value per function call, the gas limit
is fixed on block level (overall transactions per block). Currently, the block gas limit is
10 million [22]. Consequently, any program running on the Ethereum blockchain finally
terminates after the provided amount of gas is exhausted. The currency in the Ethereum
network is called Ether. Gas can be acquired in sub-units of Ether, referred to as Gwei
and Wei, whereby 1 Ether is equal to 109 Gwei respectively 1018 Wei.

2.3 Zero-Knowledge Proofs

ZKPs were introduced in the 1980s by Goldwasser, Micali and Rackoff [29]. The power and
broad applicability of this proof-system was shown by Goldreich, Micali and Wigderson [27,
28]. For instance, Goldreich et al. have proven that there exists a ZKP for all problems of
the complexity class NP, e.g., for the graph coloring problem [28]. The idea behind ZKPs
is to convince someone that a statement is true without revealing any other information
except that the statement is true. When using ZKPs, two parties, a prover and a verifier,
are involved whereby the prover tries to convince the verifier of the truthfulness of the
statement. When applying ZKPs in real-world use cases, the two parties are computer
programs or to be more formal Turing Machines.

Advanced math, cryptography and knowledge in theoretical computer science are the
building blocks of ZKPs. Quisquater et al. stated an illustrative example of ZKPs,
which explains the intention and procedure behind zero-knowledge protocols in an easily
traceable way [51]. The setting of this example is a cave, the so-called Ali Baba cave,
which is shown in Figure 2.2. The cave has one entry and one circular route within it. At
half-distance a gate partitions the circular route. The gate can only be opened by voicing
a secret word. Consider two persons, Bob and Alice, whereby Bob is the prover and Alice
the verifier. Bob knows the secret word, but does not want to share it with Alice. A
zero-knowledge protocol can be used to prove Bob’s knowledge of that secret. To do so,
Alice waits at the entry of the cave, while Bob walks into the cave so that Alice cannot
see Bob. Now, Alice tosses a coin and on head, tells Bob to come from the left side of the
tunnel. Otherwise, on tail, Alice expects Bob to come from the right side. If Bob actually
knows the secret word, he is able to unlock the gate and can fulfill the expectations
of Alice, that is showing up at a determined side of the tunnel. Consequently, Alice
can assume that Bob knows the secret word. In the case that Bob does not know the
secret word, he has a 50% chance to guess the correct side in advance. By repeating this
procedure n times, the probability to guess correctly is 1/2n. Therefore, an increasing
number of rounds leads to a more trustworthy end result. If one round fails, i.e., Bob
shows up on the wrong side, Alice can conclude that Bob is dishonest and does not know
the secret word. This property, provided by such proof systems, is known as soundness
which is described in the next paragraph.
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2. Background

Entry Gate

Figure 2.2: Illustration of Ali Baba’s Cave

The more general class of ZKPs are interactive proofs which provide the properties
completeness and soundness [29]. Informally, they can be described as follows:

1. Completeness: If the prover is honest (the statement is true), then the verifier can
be convinced with high probability.

2. Soundness: The probability to convince the verifier is negligibly small, if the prover
is dishonest (the statement is false).

Additionally to the mentioned properties, ZKPs fulfill the so-called zero-knowledge
property, which means that the verifier learns nothing except that the statement is true.

As indicated, interactive ZKPs entail several rounds or various message exchanges between
a prover and a verifier. The verifier or recipient of the proof must ask questions and
receive answers from the prover. According to the mentioned soundness property, the
probability that a verifier accepts a wrong statement is reduced with an increasing number
of rounds performed between both parties [26, 29].

According to Blum et al. in [9, 10] interactive ZKPs have three main ingredients:

(i) Interaction: The prover and the verifier are allowed to talk back and forth.

(ii) Hidden Randomization: The verifier is allowed to flip coins whose result the prover
cannot see.

(iii) Computational Difficulty: The prover embeds in his proofs the computational
difficulty of some other problem.

In addition, Blum et al. asked themselves if ZKPs can be built "with fewer ingredients".
Based on their work, a further variant, the so-called non-interactive ZKPs were introduced.
Non-interactive ZKPs show that the aforementioned assumptions (i) and (ii) are not
necessary in ZKP systems [9, 10].

In the setting of non-interactive ZKPs, three entities, a prover, a verifier and a uniformly
selected reference string, are involved. The reference string is chosen by a trusted third
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party and shared between the prover and the verifier. Therefore, the randomly selected
reference string replaces the coin toss, respectively point (ii) "hidden randomization".
A further difference between interactive and non-interactive ZKPs is that only a single
message, sent from the prover to the verifier, is necessary. Without further communica-
tion, the verifier can decide if the received proof is convincing or not. Thus, point (i)
"interaction" can be discarded [9, 26].

The development around non-interactive ZKPs leads to more efficient proofs which
have the property of succinctness. These new proofs, introduced in [24], are referred
to as zero-knowledge non-interactive succinct argument of knowledge (zk-SNARKs).
Further improvements of zk-SNARKs have been made in the work of Parno [47] and
Ben-Sasson [7].

The single parts of the acronym SNARK can be described as follows [52]:

• Succinct: The size of the message sent to the verifier, i.e., the proof attesting
the validity of the statement, is tiny in comparison to the length of the actual
statement, i.e., the length of the computation. The proof can be verified with less
computational effort.

• Non-interactive: Instead of performing multiple rounds between a prover and a
verifier, one single message is sent to the verifier. However, a trusted setup has to
be executed in advance.

• ARguments (or computational soundness): Verifiers are protected against provers
with limited computational power. Provers with enough computational power can
create proofs/arguments about wrong statements and can fool the verifier. However,
this would mean that any public-key encryption can also be broken with sufficient
computing power.

• Of knowledge: For proof construction a so-called witness is required. In other
words, without a witness it is not possible for the prover to create a proof. A
witness encapsulates a secret, e.g., the preimage x of a hash function, which makes
the statement true, e.g., "I know the preimage of hash h(x)".

Due to the zero-knowledge property, the verifier is not able to gain additional information,
especially not about the witness, besides the fact of validity.

The main feature of zk-SNARKs is succinctness. Succinctness ensures cheap verification
of any statement or computation. The complexity of the verification does not depend on
the complexity of the computation. Therefore, the verification of a simple problem, e.g.,
the addition of two integers, and a complex problem, e.g., the graph coloring problem,
takes the same effort. The combination of succinctness and non-interactivity paves the
way for deploying zk-SNARKs on a blockchain. Zk-SNARKs enable efficient verification
and a privacy-preserving execution of arbitrary computations. Due to the aforementioned
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properties of zk-SNARKs the cost for verifying a problem on-chain, e.g., on the Ethereum
blockchain, is expected to be manageable [52].

One application which uses zk-SNARKs is the cryptocurrency Zcash2. Like Bitcoin,
Zcash enables value transfers between potential untrusted parties without the need for
a central entity. Unlike Bitcoin, which provides only pseudonymity, Zcash leverages
zk-SNARKs to provide strong privacy guarantees and anonymity [6]. Therefore, not only
the transferred amount but also the sending and receiving party can be kept private.
Despite being private, the validity of transactions can still be verified.

In the next chapter, we examine different blockchain-based computation offloading
solutions from research and industry. We will see that ZKPs are a promising technology
for achieving result verification within these schemes.

2https://z.cash/
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CHAPTER 3
Related Work

This chapter surveys related work in the field of blockchain-based computation offloading
and result verification. As mentioned in Chapter 1, a solution is required which can
prove whether a computation was executed correctly in the context of a blockchain-based
computation offloading system. Therefore, a result verification scheme is needed which
provides universal applicability, low overhead and security. Since we aim to build a
computation offloading system, it is beneficial when the result verification scheme is
reliable and can be applied to a broad range of problems. Furthermore, it is essential
that the result verification scheme is compatible with blockchain technology. Due to a
blockchain being not suitable to carry out arbitrary complex computations, we assume
that result verification schemes with an expected low overhead are advantageous.

Three commercial blockchain-based offloading solutions are presented in Section 3.1.
Section 3.2 outlines recent research projects in the field of blockchain technology and
computation offloading. Both, the commercial and the research projects are finally
discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1 Commercial Blockchain-based Solutions
In this section, three commercial decentralized cloud/fog solutions are described. De-
centralization is achieved with the help of blockchain technology. Fog solutions are
based on edge/fog computation, which can be a supplement to cloud computing. The
main difference between these architectures is that edge/fog computing uses smaller
computation nodes in close proximity to customers, whereby latency can be reduced.

All three solutions aim to share idle resources. Therefore, resource providers and resource
consumers are involved. Consumers have to pay resource providers for their service,
e.g., for providing the computing infrastructure for a period of time or for processing a
specific task. To save fees caused by the use of a blockchain and smart contracts, the
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activities within the sharing-workflow are divided into an on-chain and an off-chain part.
On-chain activities like payments are conducted in the so-called transaction network,
while off-chain activities, e.g., a task execution is done in the so-called side-chain network.
The transaction network relies in all three projects on the Ethereum blockchain. The
side-chain network can be referred as internal blockchain, e.g., a clone of the Ethereum
blockchain, which can be accessed by participants of the solution. Golem, iExec and
SONM have their own native currency and were financed by crowdfunding. All three
projects raised several million dollars through initial coin offerings from investors.

Golem
Golem1 is an open-source project launched in 2014 whose vision is to position itself
as the first truly decentralized supercomputer, creating a global market for computing
power [25]. To achieve this, Golem enables the rental of computational resources from
users and by users. Additionally, it is possible to create and deploy software to the
Golem network. The system relies on the Ethereum platform and acts as P2P network.
The native currency of Golem is called Golem Network Token (GNT). Golem claims to
support Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-
a-Service (SaaS). The Golem project is structured into four milestones, Brass-, Clay-,
Iron- and Stone Golem, providing new or extended features at each successive version.
Brass Golem was launched in 2018, it’s current version is 0.22.12. While writing the thesis,
Clay Golem is in development with a beta version3 available. Besides the mentioned
milestones introduced in the Golem whitepaper, an additional version, Golem Unlimited4,
is released which focuses on trusted heterogeneous computing resources, e.g., data centers.

The main actors in the Golem ecosystem are software developers, resource providers and
requestors. Apart from a few initial use cases, e.g., 3D rendering, Golem gives software
developers the opportunity to realize their own applications and deploy them to the
network by publishing them to Golem’s Application Registry. Resource requestors have
demand for computational resources and are able to create and offload tasks. Providers,
e.g., individuals with a gaming PC, act as suppliers for computing power and receive
payments from requestors for processed tasks.

The general architecture of Golem is depicted in Figure 3.1. As indicated, particular
activities are conducted in the side-chain or in the transaction network which relies on
Ethereum. With the exception of payments and the reputation system, all activities,
e.g., price negotiations, task- orders, executions and verifications are performed in the
side-chain network, for cost savings. Tasks can be created by using predefined templates
of the task definition framework. A template contains the computational logic, executable
source code, information about splitting/merging tasks into subtasks and verification
approaches for the specific problem. If no suitable template is available, a new one can
be added starting with the Stone Golem version. Furthermore, the developer kit can be

1https://golem.network/
2https://github.com/golemfactory/golem/releases/tag/0.22.1
3https://github.com/golemfactory/golem/releases/tag/0.23.1
4https://github.com/golemfactory/golem-unlimited
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used to create and register custom applications. New tasks and the reputation of the
requestor are published by the transaction framework. Task related data is shared by
the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS)5. Tasks are executed on the providers’ hardware
within a sandboxed environment. The result verification depends on the task type but
is mostly based on redundant computation. Therefore, the same task is executed by a
number of resource providers. Apart from that, recomputing fractions of the entire task
locally and (output) log analysis are alternatives. If the result verification is successful, a
new due payment is registered in the transaction framework. The reputation is updated
based on the behavior, e.g., if a requestor’s payment is late or in case a provider does not
respond (after making an agreement). Golem supports several payment schemes such
as batch- and (probabilistic) nano-payments. Software developers can freely choose the
payment model as long as Golem’s transaction framework requirements are met [57, 63].

Figure 3.1: General architecture of Golem, iExec and SONM [63]

iExec
The iExec6 was launched as project in the beginning of 2016. Their vision is to support
blockchain-based distributed applications and enable cost effective high-performance
computing by building a decentralized cloud infrastructure [23]. Moreover, iExec envisions
to establish itself as a marketplace for companies offering computational and storage
resources, data providers and SaaS applications. In this context, the cloud models
IaaS and PaaS are also supported. iExec’s native currency is called Run on Lots of
Computers (RLC). The roadmap of iExec presents five versions divided into the three

5https://ipfs.io/
6https://iex.ec/
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stages, the community-, the enterprise- and the research edition. In the beginning of 2020
version 4.1 (belongs to the enterprise edition) was released allowing blockchain-based
high performance computing. The release of version five (the research edition) is planned
for December 2020.

The main actors can be separated into users, computation-, app- and data providers. Users
are individuals or smart contracts which order and pay for task executions. Computation
providers are workers, e.g., companies with free CPU-cycles, processing the tasks of
users and receiving rewards in RLC. Workers can join a worker pool where a scheduler
organizes and distributes tasks. App providers create and deploy decentralized apps on
the iExec platform. The fee for deployment and app registration has to be paid in Ether.
Depending on the app provider’s decision, apps can be used for free or for a fee. Data
providers have valuable datasets which can be shared in a secure way [23].

The iExec platform is based on research projects in the field of Desktop Grid computing,
developed at the INRA7 and CNRS8 resarch institutes. The architecture of iExec is shown
in Figure 3.1. The platform uses the so-called XtremWeb-HEP desktop Grid framework
for resource provisioning, data management, security and the coordination of off-chain
computations. The first step in iExec is to deploy a task smart contract and the according
application. Thereupon, a user can launch a computation by depositing RLC coins. Each
computation is registered on the Ethereum blockchain. After completion the user can
retrieve the result. To verify results, iExec has developed the proof-of-contribution9

module. Here, the reputation and stakes of workers plus redundant computation come
together. Users can specify a level of confidence with regard to the result. Based on
that, the task is executed on more or less workers. The more workers are involved, the
higher the cost. The confidence level is a composition of three factors: the reputation
of participating workers, the score of workers with the same task result and the level of
redundancy. After verification, the payment is split between workers with verified results
and their reputation is updated [23, 63].

Next to this variant, iExec also supports Software Guard Extension (SGX) and therefore
enclave-based off-chain computations (see Chapter 4). Consequently, the features of
this verification scheme allows to prove correct computation and to protect data against
unauthorized access. However, it is worth mentioning that researches have found potential
security issues regarding Intel SGX enclaves [30, 55].

SONM
SONM10 is an open-source project launched in 2017. Their aim is to establish a global
decentralized marketplace of computing power by providing a decentralized fog computing
platform. The whitepaper [42] states anything from web hosting to scientific calculations
as potential use cases. Currently, solutions for web hosting (content delivery networks),
machine learning, rendering and the hosting for decentralized apps are available. Seen

7https://www.inrae.fr/en
8http://www.cnrs.fr/en/cnrs
9https://docs.iex.ec/key-concepts/proof-of-contribution

10https://sonm.com/
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from a higher level, the platform concentrates on IaaS and PaaS. SONM has its own
internal currency called SNM which is based on Ethereum. News and updates are
announced via the SONM Blog11, where the roadmap can be found as well.

The SONM workflow involves at least three entities - the marketplace, a computation
power supplier and a buyer. The marketplace is a smart contract where orders can be
placed. It acts as the meeting point for suppliers and buyers for making deals. Orders
are separated into BID and ASK orders, whereby a BID order can be created by a buyer
to request resources. ASK orders originate from suppliers to offer resources. After a
buyer and a supplier agree on a deal, tasks can be processed on the supplier’s hardware.
The use of resources is paid per use (time) in SNM.

The general architecture of SONM is displayed in Figure 3.1. Payments from resource
buyers to suppliers are managed by the transaction network. All other components, e.g.,
the marketplace and the reputation system are executed on the side-chain. To transfer
funds between the transaction- and side-chain network, a gatekeeper is used, to keep
fees low. The data warehouse (DWH) monitors all operations within the side-chain and
holds a copy of it to provide quick and comfortable access for users, e.g., in case of a
search query. Rented resources are protected from malicious activities with the help of
Docker. Kubernetes can be used to scale and manage a number of Docker containers.
Besides the predefined solutions of SONM, individual applications encapsulated in Docker
containers can be run on rented hardware. Before suppliers can participate and share
their hardware, benchmarks are executed to classify its performance. This paves the way
for fair prices on the marketplace, e.g., reduced costs for slower hardware. Like Golem
and iExec, resource suppliers are connected by a P2P network. The verification of results
is only addressed in SONM’s whitepaper. Besides the approach of querying connection
and resource usage metrics, no concrete strategy for result verification is outlined.

Golem iExec SONM
Billing Model Pay-per-Task Pay-per-Task Pay-per-Use
Cloud Model SaaS Iaas, PaaS, SaaS IaaS, PaaS
Communication Whisper P2P Whisper
Data Transfer IPFS URI BtSync
Reputation System Own Solution Own Solution Own Solution
Sandboxing Docker, VM Docker, VM Docker
Transaction Network Ethereum Ethereum Ethereum
Verification Logs, Correctness, Redundant/High Stakes Planned

Redundant/High Stakes

Table 3.1: Comparison commercial blockchain-based cloud solutions [63]

11https://sonm.com/blog/
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3.2 Blockchain-based Offloading Solutions in Research
In research, several works [15, 46, 50, 66] have studied the field of blockchain-based
offloading. These works mostly involve mobile- and IoT-devices plus edge/fog computing
infrastructure. Tang et al. [60] additionally focus on security and privacy concerns, while
Liu et al. [41] proposes a blockchain-based framework for video streaming systems.

FlopCoin is a blockchain-based offloading framework with a distributed incentive- and
reputation scheme [15]. The framework’s internal currency - Flopcoin - is used to reward
devices that execute offloadable tasks, e.g., certain parts of a mobile application. Among
other metrics, the reputation of participants is used as input for the offloading decision.
Computation offloading can take place from device-to-device (D2D) or between a mobile
device and cloudlets or cloud servers. In case of D2D offloading, the task issuer has to run
an auction to get resource offers. The user interface of FlopCoin allows task processors
to specify the amount of resources which can be allocated, e.g., 50% CPU power. The
underlying blockchain processes FlopCoin transactions and is executed on the cloudlets.

EdgeChain [46] uses a blockchain and smart contracts to link edge computation resources
and IoT-devices. Therefore, IoT-devices with limited computational capabilities are
able to offload tasks to edge computing nodes. Due to the system being based on a
permissioned blockchain the transaction throughput is increased while the need for a
resource-intensive consensus protocols is eliminated. The downside is that security can
be affected in permissioned blockchains, e.g., if a group of participants have an internal
and secret agreement to influence transactions according to their own interests. The
blockchain is used to monitor the offloading procedure and payments from task issuers to
processors. To detect malicious or compromised IoT-devices, EdgeChain monitors and
controls them based on their past behavior. Each IoT-device has its own profile on-chain,
including parameters like past storage or CPU requests. In case of high deviations, e.g.,
continuous and increased resource requests, the IoT-device can be blocked.

In the work of Qiu et al. a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-based computation
offloading approach for blockchain-empowered mobile edge computing is introduced [50].
DRL is used to maximize the long-term offloading performance by enabling adaptions
to highly dynamic environments. With regard to computation offloading, both data-
processing and mining tasks, e.g., solving a mathematical puzzle like PoW, are supported.
The approach of Qiu et al. involves IoT-devices, edge computing infrastructure and a
blockchain network. IoT-devices can outsource tasks to edge servers based on a task
queue concept. In addition, IoT-devices are able to participate in the mining process by
instructing proxy miners that further allocate resources at edge servers to perform PoW
like puzzles.

Xiong et al. also introduced a concept of edge computing for a mobile blockchain [66].
The aim of their work is to make edge computing resources accessible for IoT- and mobile
devices to support their applications. The main barrier is that devices with limited
resources cannot perform the resource-intensive mining process. Therefore, IoT-devices
can use edge computing nodes to run the consensus process and the mobile blockchain. To
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provide efficient resource management, an economic model the so-called Stackelberg game
which analyzes the interaction between resource providers and miners, is introduced.

Tang et al. use blockchain techniques in a fog environment to verify each fog server’s
authenticity. In addition, a blockchain-based offloading approach for smart vehicles is
proposed [60]. Mobile devices, such as smart vehicles are able to query closely located
fog servers and their workloads. A blockchain is used to coordinate, log and monitor the
offloading process. Each offloading decision but also the current workload and location of
a fog server is recorded on-chain. Fog servers charge smart vehicles for processing tasks
over the blockchain.

Video transcoding is a resource-intensive and time-consuming task and therefore a chal-
lenge to offload within a decentralized and blockchain-based environment. As alternative
to traditional video streaming technologies Liu et al. [41] propose a blockchain-based
framework for video streaming systems with mobile edge computing. To optimize the per-
formance of a blockchain-based video system, an adaptive block size scheme is presented.
The adaptive block size, the offloading scheduling and resource allocation is formulated
as optimization problem with the aim of maximizing the profit for transcoders. Two
offloading modes are supported, D2D and device to mobile edge computing resources.
Furthermore, an incentive mechanism is introduced to enhance the collaboration between
content creators, video transcoders and video consumers.

3.3 Discussion
The three commercial projects described in Section 3.1 operate in a very similar field
based on internet connected infrastructure and blockchain technology. The technologies
used by Golem, iExec and SONM are compared in Table 3.1. The vision and go-to-market
strategy vary between the projects. Golem’s first goal was to enable the offloading of
3D rendering tasks. iExec concentrates on the support of decentralized applications and
SONM aims to establish a fog/edge computing environment. Based on the roadmaps on
their websites, iExec seems to be most progressed. With regard to planned or already
realized result verification schemes, we find that the state of development is moderately
advanced. The result verification is mainly based on redundant computation, reputation
and economic penalties (stake). In some cases, enclave-based computations (described in
Chapter 4) are supported as well. However, it is worth mentioning that security issues
have been detected in enclave-based systems (see Chapter 4). Redundant computation,
recomputing fractions of tasks locally or reputation-based methods only reduce the risk of
receiving wrong results [63]. Redundant computation can be vulnerable, e.g., if someone
has the majority of resources. Additionally, the overall effort for offloading increases by
redundant computation by executing the same task multiple times on different resources.
Reputation systems can be useful, but can also hinder the market entry for new resource
providers, e.g., if existing ones have a high reputation.

The recent works in research, presented in Section 3.2, do not (directly) address result
verification. In the work of Pan et al. [46] a mechanism to detect malicious actions based
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on past behavior is introduced. Economic penalties or banning the originator are quoted
for prevention.

Overall, we conclude that methods for result verification are used, but all above described
approaches only reduce the risk of receiving wrong results. We aim to focus on mechanisms
that can prove if a computation was carried out correctly and therefore make the risk
of receiving a wrong result negligible. In the next chapter, various result verification
schemes are examined.
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CHAPTER 4
Off-chain Computation and

Verification schemes

When computational tasks are outsourced, e.g., by means of cloud computing providers,
a task issuer has to trust the implementing entity that all steps are performed correctly.
This leap of faith should be eliminated by providing mechanisms that can verify results.
In other words, a result verification scheme is needed, so that task issuers have the
opportunity to force the verification, which proves that a submitted result was computed
properly. A result verification scheme must be selected which fulfills the requirements
described in the following paragraphs.

The reasons for off-chaining in the context of computation offloading and blockchain
technology are two fold. First, blockchain technology is not built for executing arbitrary
complex computations. In case of the Ethereum platform, the computation’s complexity
is bounded by the gas limit per block. Even if the computation does not exceed this limit,
the more complex the computation, the more gas is consumed and therefore the more
expensive is the corresponding transaction. Second, by moving computations off the chain,
it can be assumed that the redundancy of executions (each blockchain participant verifies
each transaction) is reduced which improves throughput and scalability. Furthermore,
off-chaining paves the way for establishing more privacy, insofar that data regarding the
computation can be hidden from network participants [18, 20].

Overhead and cost
The verification of results lead to an additional value for both, task issuers and resource
providers. Therefore, we assume that the statement about a proper computation justifies
extra effort, since the task issuer but also the resource provider have an attestation, e.g.,
a cryptographic proof. The overhead resulting from result verification should be kept as
low as possible with regard to cost and resource consumption.
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Scalability
The result verification must be independent of the task’s complexity in order to not
impair the applicability. In other words, the effort for result verification should not scale
with the complexity of the outsourced computational problem. Ideally, the effort for
result verification is constant for every task. Otherwise, it is possible to run into limits
such as the gas limit per block, when the complexity of a problem increases.

Universal applicability
The design of the platform should allow the implementation of different use cases.
Therefore, a universal usability and flexibility of the result verification scheme is required,
so that new categories of tasks for offloading, respectively the verification of them, can
be added with low effort.

Security
The result verification scheme has to be secure, in terms of fraud and manipulation.
True statements should be accepted with high probability, while the acceptance of
false statements should be negligible small. In other words, the proof system or result
verification scheme has to satisfy the two properties completeness and soundness as
described in Section 2.3.

In research, different off-chain computation schemes have been studied. In the work of
Eberhardt and Heiss [18] off-chain computation schemes including result verification are
divided into 4 categories, which are described in the following sections in detail.

4.1 Verifiable Off-chain Computation
Verifiable off-chain computation entails the provisioning of cryptographic proofs that
witness correct processing. After a computation is performed, a cryptographic proof
is generated and published together with the result on a blockchain by the processor.
Subsequently, the validity of the computation can be verified on-chain by a verifier. In
case of a successful verification, the verifier can persist the result. According to [18]
certain requirements must be fulfilled by verifiable off-chain computation schemes:

• Non-interactivity: As mentioned in Section 2.3 the verification step should be
done in a single message, i.e., via a single transaction on a blockchain. This keeps
verification cost to a minimum. Conversely, when multiple messages are necessary
as in interactive schemes, higher transaction costs can be assumed [18].

• Cheap verification: In contrast to on-chain execution, on-chain verification should be
cheap. Otherwise, there would be no advantage regarding cost and scalability. Cost
drivers for on-chain verification are the proof size and the verification complexity.

• Weak security assumptions: The security assumptions should be as weak as possible.
Stronger security assumptions lead to the necessity of additional trust which is
contrary to the blockchain paradigm.
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• Zero-knowledge: The zero-knowledge property ensures that private inputs on a
computation are not visible on-chain. By means of the cryptographic proof, no
conclusions regarding the computation or its result are possible. Thus, privacy
concerns can be fulfilled.

Verifiable off-chain computation can be realized by zk-SNARKs, Zero-Knowledge Scalable
Transparent ARguments of Knowledge (zk-STARKs) and Bulletproofs. As described in
Section 2.3 zk-SNARKs are non-interactive and satisfy cheap verification by its succinct-
ness. The verification effort is not proportional to the complexity of the computation.
Before generating a proof and performing the verification step, a one-time setup must be
carried out by a trusted party. If the setup is done by a malicious party, fake proofs can
be created. To tackle this issue, multiparty computation protocols have been introduced
in [7, 11, 12] that prevent fake proofs as long as one participant is honest. Unlike
zk-SNARKs, zk-STARKs and Bulletproofs do not require a trusted one-time setup. In
zk-SNARKs and Bulletproofs, computations are abstracted with arithmetic circuits, while
zk-STARKs leverage higher degree polynomials. As a consequence, no tools are available
to specify programs for zk-STARKs [18]. On the other hand, high level languages like the
ZoKrates domain-specific-language (DSL) (see Section 4.6) which compile to arithmetic
circuits have been introduced in [21, 40].

4.2 Enclave-based Off-chain Computation
Enclave-based systems rely on Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) which enable code
execution while preserving confidentiality and integrity [18]. In other words, computations
are performed off the blockchain within a trusted and isolated enclave. An enclave is a
private region of memory that allows user-level code execution, but is not accessible to
higher level processes and the operating system. More specifically, the application code
and the corresponding data in memory are isolated from the host system. In a blockchain
environment, private inputs are optionally stated by the off-chain node, while public
inputs stem from the blockchain. The authenticity of an enclave can be ensured by remote
attestation and a trusted third party, or local attestation [2]. The integrity of the outputs
can be verified also by the attestation of the enclave. In case of a successful verification,
the output can be stored on the blockchain. The Keystone-enclave project1 and Intel
SGX[37] are implementations of TEEs. Regarding Intel SGX, it is worth mentioning
that a particular instruction set is required to use their enclave-based implementation. If
potential task processors want to participate in such an environment, they have to check
that their CPU supports Intel SGX.

Enigma [49] and Ekiden [16] are implementations that combine blockchain technology with
TEEs, respectively the enclave-based approach. Enigma allows to execute computations
on a blockchain, but also off the chain within an enclave. Ekiden supports only enclave-

1https://keystone-enclave.org/
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based computations and uses the blockchain as state storage layer. Enclave-based systems
are controversial, as researchers have discovered security flaws in Intel SGX [30, 55].

4.3 Secure Multiparty Computation-based Off-chaining
Secure Multiparty Computation (SMPC) protocols enable the construction of privacy-
preserving off-chain computation schemes [18]. The basic idea behind SMPC is to
distribute a computational task to several processing nodes whereby each node can only
access a certain and meaningless share of data. That means, none of the participating
nodes is able to access the whole data set, whereby privacy can be provided. After
each processing node has computed its part, the outputs are merged to the final result
on-chain. Proper computation can be checked by auditors on-chain.

Enigma [67] is a decentralized computation platform which leverages SMPC and a
blockchain for result verification. Their goal was to pave the way for decentralized
applications where privacy by design is important. However, current SMPC protocols add
too much overhead to be practical [21]. Meanwhile Enigma relies on a TEE as described
in Section 4.2

4.4 Incentive-driven Off-chain Computing
As the name suggests, incentive-based off-chain computation rewards nodes which are
doing verification work to check if a computation is correct or not. Within the incentive-
driven scheme, task solvers and competing verifiers are involved. Task solvers publish
their computation results on a blockchain and verifiers check these solutions and try to
detect errors. If a verifier comes to the conclusion that a submitted result is incorrect,
the network participants act as collective judge and decide if the initial computation
node (task solver) or the verifier is right. Depending on this decision, the solver or the
verifier receives a reward.

One implementation of incentive-based off-chain computation is TrueBit [61]. A challenge
when using the described scheme is to keep nodes motivated for performing verifications
continuously. If only correct solutions are published, there is no chance to get rewarded as
verifier. TrueBit, for example, occasionally enforces processor nodes to submit incorrect
results. Consequently, a verifier is rewarded for each discovery of a wrong result. Another
potential issue is the computational effort required to provide the judge with a basis for
their decision. To keep that effort as low as possible an interactive verification game [38]
is used.

4.5 Discussion
After comparing the concepts of the aforementioned off-chaining schemes, we decided to
use the verifiable off-chain computation scheme, more precisely zk-SNARKs. Zk-SNARKs
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can be applied universally and have acceptable costs compared to Bulletproofs and
zk-STARKs.

In our decision, we have also taken into account the limitations regarding result verification
of recent works presented in Chapter 3. By the use of zk-SNARKs, we offer an alternative
that can prove correct computations and that satisfies the properties completeness and
soundness (as described in 2.3).

SMPC is accompanied by high overhead, so that it is not practical [18]. The enclave-based
scheme allows universal computations but has potential security issues [30, 55] and is
therefore not an option. The incentive-based computation scheme works as long as there
is one honest verifier. However, the throughput of completed computation tasks and
the general service can be hindered by malicious verifiers by marking each computation
result as faulty [18].

The differences regarding the implementations of the described off-chain computation
schemes are depicted in Table 4.1. If not stated otherwise, n represents the number of
multiplication gates in circuit. With regard to the verifiable scheme, it can be seen that,
the off-chain part is costlier than the on-chain part for all three ZKP-systems. However,
this is negligible, as the off-chain computation does not influence the transaction cost. In
contrast, the verification complexity and the proof size does affect the transaction cost.
The fact that the proof size and the on-chain verification of zk-STARKs and Bulletproofs
grow with circuit complexity, limits their applicability. Zk-SNARKs are independent of
the circuit complexity and get along with compact proves [18]. In contrast to zk-STARKs
and Bulletproofs, zk-SNARKS require a one-time setup which has to be executed by a
trusted party. To avoid having to trust a single party, multiparty protocols to distribute
the computation of the one-time setup were introduced. Since the one-time setup is
performed off-chain, it has no impact on the transaction cost.
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Off-chain computation On-chain verification
zk-SNARKs [48] O(n) Verify: O(1),

Proof size: 3 group ele-
ments [31], i.e., 127 bytes for
BN128 curve

zk-STARKs [5] O(n) Verify: O(log(n)),
Proof size: a few hundred kilo-
bytes, log(n)

Bulletproofs [13] O(n) Verify: O(n),
Proof size: a few kilobytes,
log(n)

SMPC O(n), n number of gates in cir-
cuit [4]

On-chain Auditor: O(n) n
number of gates in circuit,
Off-chain Auditor: None

Enclave Systems [37] Native Execution and attesta-
tion overhead

Validate enclave’s attestation:
O(n), signature verification

Incentive Systems Virtual Machine Overhead
(Execution History)

Binary Search and one compu-
tation step: O(log(n)), n num-
ber of computation steps [62]

Table 4.1: Comparison of off-chain computation schemes [18]

Now that the result verification scheme has been determined, a development tool is
needed that supports the employment of zk-SNARKs on a blockchain. In Section 4.6
such a tool is presented.

4.6 ZoKrates
ZoKrates was introduced in 2018 by Eberhardt and Tai [21]. The open-source development
tool is designed for the Ethereum blockchain and supports the entire process from
specification, integration and deployment of non-interactive ZKPs. The toolbox consists
of a DSL, a compiler and generators for proofs as well as smart contracts for verification.
The generated proofs attest proper computation or vice versa a faulty one. ZoKrates
uses zk-SNARKs and enables easy handling by hiding the complexity of ZKPs.

ZoKrates2 intends to be used in the setting of off-chain computation schemes. In such
a scheme, a computational task is executed off-chain. Afterwards, the result and the
corresponding proof are written back on a blockchain. The proof can be verified on-chain
that attests correct (or incorrect) computation. Therefore, the computational effort on a
blockchain is reduced, while privacy can be preserved due to ZKPs.

The overall process is shown in Figure 4.1 and consists of the following steps:
2https://github.com/Zokrates/ZoKrates
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1. Specification of a provable program.

2. Execution of the one-time trusted setup.

3. Generation of the verification smart contract

4. Computation of a witness.

5. Generation of a proof.

6. Verification of the proof.

def main(private field[10] route, private field mapnumber, field sum, field[5] cities, field[2] hashOfRoute) -> (field):

    1 == basicInputCheck(route, cities, mapnumber)

    1 == checkCities(route, cities, mapnumber)

    1 == isCyclic(route)

    

    sum == calculateSum(route, mapnumber) //map dependent

    //check if hashOfRoute == h(route)

    field[2] hashedRoute = hash(concat(route))

0, _1, _2, _3, _4, _5

# _65, _66 = Rust::Co

((-9) * ~one + 1 * _2

(1 * ~one + (-1) * _6

# _67, _68 = Rust::Co

((-16) * ~one + 1 * _

(1 * ~one + (-1) * _6

(1 * ~one + (-1) * _6

(1 * ~one) * (2 * ~on

# _97, _98 = Rust::Co

(1 * 0 + ( 1) * 1)

DSL Code

Witness

Program Result and Proof

Proving Key Verification Key

Verification Smart Contract

Flattned Code

compile

setup

export-verifier

compute-witness

generate-proof

Figure 4.1: ZoKrates process at a glance [21]

First, when starting with the specification, a program has to be written to verify the
validity of a witness which proves the according computation. Zk-SNARKs expect
programs to be supplied in mathematical equations such as a Quadratic Arithmetic
Program (QAP) or Rank-1-Constraint-System (R1CS) [21]. Since it is cumbersome
and difficult to specify complex computations as QAP or R1CS, ZoKrates introduced
a high-level DSL which translates to R1CS. In such a DSL program, some logic, e.g.,
conditions, can be stated, which allows to attest correct computation. In other words,
the program takes a number of inputs (depending on the use case) and verifies if all
specified conditions are met. On R1CS level this means that it is checked whether all
mathematical equations hold.

Consider the offloading task of calculating the square root of a number x. In this case,
the ZoKrates program must check if the computed square root in fact corresponds to
the predefined number x. In other words, the equation y =

√
x must hold, whereby y is
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the solution of the task, computed by a worker. To realize this example, the mentioned
equation must be encoded in the ZoKrates DSL. If an input parameter should not be
revealed, e.g., the result y, it can be specified as private.

Listing 4.1 shows the DSL code to check the square root of x. The signature of the
main function can be seen in the first line. The main function has two inputs and one
(mandatory) output. Due to y being a private input, it can be kept in secret during
the verification process. In line two, the actual check is performed. Since the direct
calculation of the square root is not supported, the calculation is done by multiplying
y. The result of y ∗ y has to be equal to x, otherwise an exception is thrown and the
program aborts. If the check was successful, the value one is returned in line three.

1 def main(private field y, field x) -> (field):
2 x == y * y
3 return 1

Listing 4.1: Exemplary DSL code for verifiying the square root

After the program has been specified, the compiler converts it into so-called flattened code
which consists of constraints, i.e., variable definitions and assertions. The structure of the
flattened code is compatible with zk-SNARKs by a further intermediate conversation step
which is executed by ZoKrates. As soon as the flattened code exists, the trusted setup
can be executed, which generates the common reference string. In fact, two public keys,
a verification and proving key, result. Then the Solidity3 smart contract for verification
can be generated and deployed on the Ethereum blockchain. The first line of Listing 4.2
shows the command for compiling the DSL code. After the option −i the path and
filename of the DSL code is appended. In line two and line three the commands for
performing the setup and creating the verification smart contract are shown.

1 > zokrates compile -i sqrt.zok
2 > zokrates setup
3 > zokrates export-verifier

Listing 4.2: Statement to compile the DSL code, execute the setup and to create the
verification smart contract

Based on the flattened code, a potential prover can perform the compute-witness step.
Afterwards, a proof by using the witness and proving key can be created. In this context,
computing a witness means that, the DSL code is executed with a certain parameter
assignment that eventually evaluates to true if all resulting constraints of the DSL
program are fulfilled. In other words, the goal is to find a parameter assignment so
that all conditions of the program are satisfied. As mentioned and to proceed further
in the process, a witness is required to create a proof. Here, ZoKrates uses the library
libsnark4 which implements zk-SNARK schemes. Both steps, compute-witness and proof

3https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.7.0/
4https://github.com/scipr-lab/libsnark
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generation are conducted off-chain. Listing 4.3 depicts the commands for computing a
witness and generating a proof. As can be seen in line one, the inputs (according to the
signature of the main function) are passed by the option −a. In this example, the task
was to compute the square root of 16. Therefore, the value four represents the result y
and 16 corresponds to x.

1 > zokrates compute-witness -a 4 16
2 > zokrates generate-proof

Listing 4.3: Statement to compute a witness and to create a proof

The resulting proof has the structure of a json file as depicted in Listing 4.4. The proof
always consists of four arrays a, b, c and inputs. The first three arrays represent three
elliptic curve points that make the zk-SNARKs proof and are therefore necessary for the
verification. The inputs array depicts the public inputs and the expected return value of
the DSL code, in our example 16 and one. As can be seen, all arrays are in hexdecimal
format. Usually, each value of an array is 32 bytes long. For space reasons the length
was reduced to one byte in Listing 4.4.

1 {
2 "proof": {
3 "a": ["0x1a", "0x2a"],
4 "b": [["0x1b", "0x2b"], ["0x3b", "0x4b"]],
5 "c": ["0x1c", "0x02v"]
6 },
7 "inputs": ["0x10", "0x01"]
8 }

Listing 4.4: Exemplary structure of a proof

Finally, a potential verifier can perform the verification step. To do so the proof, the
verification key and the smart contract for verification are needed. After the proof has
been submitted to the Ethereum blockchain, i.e., the particular verification function of
the smart contract was called, it can be determined whether the worker has computed
the solution properly. By publishing the proof on the blockchain, conclusions regarding
the computation and concrete result are not possible. Besides the deployment of the
smart contract, merely the verification step is carried out on-chain.

Listing 4.5 outlines the verification function of our square root example. To verify a
computation on-chain the function verifyTx has to be executed. VerifyTx requires the
three aforementioned elliptic curve points in form of the arrays a, b, c and the inputs
array. In case of a successful verification the boolean true is returned and a Solidity event
is triggered.

1 function verifyTx(
2 uint[2] memory a,
3 uint[2][2] memory b,
4 uint[2] memory c,
5 uint[2] memory input
6 ) public returns (bool r) {
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7 ...
8 }

Listing 4.5: Verification function in the Solidity smart contract

The entire process can be split into recurring- and one-time steps. One-time steps are
executed only once per program, e.g., the specification of the program, the trusted setup
and export of the verification smart contract. The generation of a witness and proof as
well as the verification of the proof can be performed arbitrary times for a program.

Until now, we have decided to use zk-SNARKs for result verification. To implement such
a result verification scheme, the above described toolbox ZoKrates can be used. With
the help of zk-SNARKs it is possible to prove if a particular computation was correct
or not. In the context of zk-SNARKs, a proof, e.g., generated with ZoKrates, attests
computational validity, but does not state anything about the solution or its quality.
Especially in the case of outsourcing optimization problems, it is beneficial to compare
solutions by their quality. Therefore, we aim to integrate an auction-based mechanism to
the proposed solution approach, as described in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
Blockchain-based Offloading with

Result Verification

This chapter describes the requirements and the fundamental architecture of the blockchain-
based offloading approach including result verification. Based on the requirements defined
in Section 5.1, design decisions are derived and discussed in Section 5.2. The design con-
sists of two main components, the auction smart contract and the result verification. The
auction smart contract acts as basis for the auction-based mechanism of our computation
offloading solution. The second part, the result verification is responsible to check if the
computation of a particular problem was conducted in a proper way.

5.1 Task Offloading Requirements
When offloading tasks two parties are involved. Task issuers potentially have limited
computational capabilities and therefore are interested in outsourcing particular tasks.
Conversely, task processors may have idle computational resources and offer their CPU-
cycles to process these tasks. To enable task offloading, the solution approach has to
act as platform for both the task issuers and processors. Potential task issuers have the
possibility to create and publish their tasks for offloading. Task processors should be
able to pick these tasks, compute them and return the results. For each processed task,
respectively for renting resources out, the task processor receives a payment from the
task issuer.

The task offloading procedure has to be implemented in such a way that the requirements
defined in the following paragraphs are met.

Transparency
The offloading procedure should be as transparent as possible, so that each step of
the procedure is comprehensible to every participant of the proposed solution. Due to
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complete transparency, it is not necessary to trust other entities, because every step can
be checked anyway. Another reason for transparency is that malicious activities can be
detected easily. What we understand by a malicious activity is for example when someone
wants to generate an advantage at the expense of others. In the context of our offloading
procedure, malicious behavior can be undertaken at both ends, e.g., a task issuer never
collects the result so that a task processor receives no reward or a task processor submits
fake results. Regardless of the originator, malicious activities have to be prevented.

Incentive structure
Task processors are rewarded for computing tasks of task issuers. An appropriate pricing
scheme is necessary that motivates potential processors for participation. At the same
time, the fees should be attractive for task issuers as well. Overall, it can be helpful to
keep an eye on the prices of other offloading solutions in order to be able to compete.
For this reason, operational costs should be considered in design decisions and kept low
from the beginning.

To prevent the aforementioned malicious behavior originating from the task issuer, a
stake can be useful. In case of irregularities which can be attributed to the issuer, the
stake is withhold and used to reimburse the task processor. In case of an honest task
issuer, at least a part of the stake can be used to reward the task processor.

Entry barriers and openness
The participation as task issuer and task processor should be as simple as possible.
Ideally, the participants can freely join and leave the platform without any barriers. A
user registration and deposit of payment details as it is common with traditional cloud
providers is not needed. An existing relationship and a position of trust between a task
issuer and a task processor is not required.

Computation offloading should be possible directly between a task issuer and a task
processor. In other words, to initiate and perform the computation offloading procedure,
trusting a centralized third party should not be necessary. In addition, by doing the
offloading without trusted third parties, potential commission cost can be saved.

Auction-based mechanism
Competition between task processors should be promoted so that task issuers have the
opportunity to receive the best possible result. Especially, when optimization problems
are offloaded, an auction-based mechanism can be useful, because more than one solution
is valid. To cover such a functionality, it is necessary that several solutions can be
submitted per task. This further enables the possibility that task processors can compete
with each other. A prerequisite for competition is that solutions can be ranked. Therefore
a criteria to derive the quality of the solution is required. Another necessity is that an
offloading cycle has a limited duration to prevent a permanent lock of the task issuer’s
stake in case no solution is provided. In the end of the offloading cycle, it would be
beneficial if the task issuer has the possibility to select between the submitted solutions.
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5.2 Design
This section covers the fundamental architecture of the blockchain-based offloading
approach. Design- and architectural decisions as well as possible implications are discussed
extensively. It is essential that the requirements defined in Section 5.1 are taken into
account and fulfilled by these decisions. Based on that, the technology stack for the
auction-based offloading mechanism is determined. Since we have discussed various result
verification schemes in Chapter 4 and in order decided to use zk-SNARKs, a concrete
process to employ result verification with zk-SNARKs in the context of our auction-based
mechanism is outlined.

Figure 5.1 shows the components of our solution approach. As can be seen, the system
consists of a task issuer client, a task processor client, an auction smart contract and
a further smart contract for result verification. The smart contracts are executed on a
blockchain. Each component is precisely described in the following sections.

Blockchain

Auction

Smart Contract

Verification

Smart Contract

Task Issuer Client Task Processor Client

Figure 5.1: Overview: Blockchain-based computation offloading with result verification

5.2.1 Blockchain as Infrastructure
As depicted in Figure 5.1, blockchain technology is involved in the system. It is planned
to use a blockchain for payments and as underlying infrastructure for the offloading and
result verification process. The main reasons for this decision are transparency, low entry
barriers, the public nature of blockchains, the fact that no centralized entity is necessary
and network participants do not need to trust each other. To realize the blockchain-based
offloading approach, a suitable blockchain has to be selected. Here, it is essential that
the selected blockchain supports the execution of smart contracts. In addition, a broad
acceptance and market penetration of the respective blockchain is advantageous.

Among others, the Ethereum blockchain but also Hyperledger Fabric support smart
contracts. Hyperledger Fabric is an open-source gerneral-purpose permissioned blockchain
which is primarily used in business-to-business scenarios. A permissioned blockchain
provides a way to secure the interactions among a group of entities that have a common
goal but which do not fully trust each other [3]. Compared to public blockchains, the use
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of permissioned blockchains requires a registration process and participants must know
(and trust) each other. Ethereum is one of the public blockchains where everyone can
join. For this reason but also due to the wide distribution and community we decided to
use Ethereum as underlying blockchain. In addition, ZoKrates the tool which is used for
result verification (see Section 4.6) targets the Ethereum blockchain.

5.2.2 Auction Smart Contract
To cover the auction-based mechanism, as required in Section 5.1, appropriate logic
additionally to the offloading procedure is needed. Both functionalities are combined in
one smart contract.

By means of smart contracts and an underlying blockchain, trust in centralized third
parties is dispensable. Therefore, direct interactions between task issuers and processors
can be achieved. In other words, the auction smart contract acts as meeting point for
task issuers and processors to close the offloading deal. To perform one offloading cycle,
no preexisting relationship and no position of trust between a task issuer and potential
task processors is required. These properties are ensured by the blockchain network. As
described in Section 2.2 smart contracts allow to encode actions that can be called by
network participants after the contract was deployed on a blockchain. These actions
can be abstracted, respectively summarized within functions. As we decided to use the
Ethereum platform, the auction smart contract can be written in various languages, e.g.,
Solidity1 or Vyper2. Again, by reason of the wide distribution, Solidity is used for the
implementation.

States and functions
The auction smart contract passes through several stages between the start and the end
of an auction. Consequently, different states are used to structure an auction’s lifecycle.
Figure 5.2 depicts the auction smart contract as state diagram. It consists of the states
ready, running and ended. For the transition between the states, particular functions
must be called. In the following paragraphs, the states and functions shown in Figure 5.2
are described in detail.

createAuction()

createAuction()

endAuction()
Ready Running Ended

retrieveSolution()

submitSolution()

getAuction()

getBestSolution()

Figure 5.2: Simplified state diagram of the auction smart contract

1https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.7.0/
2https://vyper.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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Before any interaction is possible or a function is callable, the auction smart contract
must be deployed on the blockchain. After the deployment, it is in state ready. At this
point, a task issuer is able to create a new auction, more specifically a new task.

As mentioned in Section 5.1 a stake is required for creating an auction. To fulfill this
requirement, the function createAuction() can be executed only if the call includes a
coin transfer. The stake must be deposited in the cryptocurrency of the underlying
blockchain. To give an example, the cryptocurrency of the Ethereum blockchain is
called Ether. Therefore, a task issuer has to deposit the stake in Ether. Further inputs
of createAuction() concern information about the task and if the result has to be verified.

By making the result verification optional, the task issuer has more flexibility and can
choose if verification should be enforced. Apart from that, both versions can be compared
easily plus possible impacts of conducting result verification can be derived when our
approach is evaluated (see Chapter 7). When the verification is set to true, the task issuer
also accepts potentially higher cost. The mentioned inputs plus the account address of
the task issuer (caller) and the earliest auction end time are temporarily stored in the
smart contract and thus on a blockchain, e.g., the Ethereum blockchain. The previously
mentioned auction end time represents the time limit, respectively the minimal duration
of an auction. As clarified in Section 5.1, the temporal restriction is required to prevent
a permanent lock of the entire system by one single auction. After createAuction() was
executed successfully, the auction is in state running.

When entering the state running, the task order is completed and task processors are able
to retrieve information about the task, e.g., by calling getAuction() or getBestSolution().
If a potential task processor has decided to contribute to a particular auction, processed
results can be submitted by calling submitSolution().

The function getAuction() returns all necessary information to process the task. From the
perspective of a task processor, we assume that several factors are relevant to participate
in an auction. Besides a financial reward, one decision-making criteria can be related
to already submitted solutions. By getting an insight in the quality of these solutions,
a potential task processor might be able to estimate if a better solution can be found
with its own algorithms and resources. Therefore, the auction contract provides the
possibility to retrieve information about the currently best submitted solution. As
mentioned, the ranking is done by a quality criteria. This value can be fetched by calling
the function getBestSolution().

The submission of results can be done by executing the function submitSolution(). Calling
this function requires that the caller has already computed the particular task. Depending
on whether the result verification is mandatory, different inputs have to be provided by
the task processor. More precisely, according to verification is mandatory or not, two
different functions for submission are available (this separation is omitted in Figure 5.2
for simplicity). When calling submitSolution(), the solution and its quality criteria have
to be delivered. At this point, network participants including the task issuer are able to
see the submitted solution due to the public nature of the blockchain. In theory, a task
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issuer is able to freely read the submitted solution without properly ending the auction.
However, payment for task processors is ensured as a stake was locked at task creation.

In the described scenario, the payment is conducted before result delivery. Equally, it
would be possible to pay after result delivery. Both approaches have pros and cons and
are discussed in section Solution Delivery within this section.

After successfully calling the function endAuction() the auction smart contract is in
state ended. In addition, the reward is transferred to one or more task processors which
have submitted a result. Detailed information regarding the payment model can be
found under Payment within this Section. A prerequisite for executing this function
without getting an error is that the minimal duration has been exceeded. After this
point of time, every network participant has the possibility to end the current auction
by calling endAuction(). When the auction was ended, the task issuer is able to collect
a solution by calling the function retrieveSolution(). Certainly as mentioned above,
the solution can also be read by the transaction history, due to the public nature of a
blockchain. Regardless of whether retrieveSolution() was executed or not a new auction
can be created. Calling createAuction() in state ended, triggers a state transition to
state running, which closes the auction’s cycle.

In the current architecture, the auction smart contract is able to process one auction at
a time. Parallel auctions are only possible by deploying further auction smart contracts.
However, the auction smart contract is designed in a way so that the implementation of
parallel auctions is possible with manageable effort, e.g., by adding an unique identifier
to each new auction.

As can be seen in Figure 5.2 three states and five transitions are used. Based on this
state diagram, optimizations are possible, e.g., by adding states for a clearer separation
of the auction’s lifecycle. However, more states lead to potentially higher cost caused by
an increased amount of write operations on the blockchain. Conversely, less states, e.g.,
only ready and running or running and ended, would also be feasible, but possibly lead
to a lack of clarity.

With regard to the state changes in Figure 5.2, a state transition to state ready (in-
stead of ended) would be plausible and probably more intuitive when executing the
function retrieveSolution(). Thus, the read operation would turn into a write operation
causing higher cost. To keep cost as low as possible, this was not implemented. Like-
wise, a dedicated time frame for calling retrieveSolution() after an auction has ended
would benefit the task issuer, because the solution can be retrieved regularly and in
an comfortable way. This can be done by adding a further time limit, which is set
in endAuction(). Consequently, the task issuer would have a fixed time window to collect
the result. Currently, a new auction can be created as the state ended is reached which
overrides the previous one including the results. However, in case of a task issuer does
not collect the result before a new auction is created, it can be read out by means of the
transaction history. Due to cost savings and the transaction history as possible fallback,
the above mentioned additional time limit for retrieveSolution() is omitted.
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Figure 5.3 shows one possible sequence regarding the interactions between the involved
entities. First, the task issuer IA creates an auction. Thereupon the task processor
PA fetches relevant information regarding the task and decides to contribute. After a
result was processed off the chain, PA writes the solution back on the blockchain. The
second task processor PB also fetches the task of IA plus the current best solution. Task
processor PB may assume that they cannot outperform the current best result and does
not participate. After the minimal duration of the auction is passed, the auction can
be ended, in this case it is done by the task issuer itself. Subsequently, the task issuer
retrieves the result with the best quality criteria.

:Task Issuer I
A

:Auction Smart Contract :Task Processor P
A

:Task Processor P
B

create Auction

end auction

retrive solution

get auction

get auction

get best solution

submit solution

Time

Figure 5.3: Exemplary process between the auction smart contract, one task issuer and
two task processors

Access-levels
It is essential, that the provided functions of the auction smart contract are called in the
correct order. To achieve this, the aforementioned states ready, running and ended are
introduced to restrict the sequence. For particular functions, a restriction based on the
caller’s role is required. This especially concerns the function retrieveSolution() insofar
as only the task issuer is permitted to call it. Due to the public nature of blockchain
technology, transactions can be read by every participant. Therefore, participating
entities are able to read also submitted solutions by means of the transaction history,
independently of the the access-level of a smart contract function. However, to ensure the
regular procedure of an auction, we decided to implement role-based access, e.g., for the
function retrieveSolution(). Both, the sequence and the role-based access can be covered
by using so-called function modifiers provided by the smart contract language Solidity.

Solution selection
With several solutions submitted per task, the task issuer can potentially choose any one
of these solutions. Consequently, it is conceivable that task processors define the price for
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their solution so that the task issuer can weigh between the solution’s quality and price.
This increases flexibility but also requires a more complex logic. Due to higher expected
execution cost, we consider a simpler approach based on the quality of the solution only.
To keep the amount of interactions and cost low, the auction smart contract selects
always the solution with the best quality criteria, after an auction was ended. As a result,
the automatically selected solution can be retrieved by using retrieveSolution().

Solution delivery
Before different versions regarding the solution delivery are discussed, it must be decided
how the solution is stored within the auction smart contract. One option is to store
solutions as plaintext within the auction smart contract. This way, the plain solution is an
input parameter of submitSolution(), subsequently it is also possible that other network
participants can read it in the transaction log of the blockchain. Depending on the task,
privacy might suffer and the solution can be stolen by the task issuer without payment.
The latter problem can be mitigated by the placement of a stake before the auction
starts. When the auction smart contract knows the plain solution before the auction
is ended, the solution delivery can be realized as read-only function. This approach is
simple and does not need enhanced logic which can be seen as advantage. The downside
is a higher storage space demand on the blockchain.

Due to the public accessibility of a blockchain’s transactions, solutions that are stored as
plaintext can be read by anyone. As mentioned previously, we ensure the payment of
a task processor by the stake deposited at task creation and consequently assume that
there is no incentive for a task issuer to read a possible solution in advance before the
auction was ended. However, the fact that solutions are publicly readable can only be
circumvented by not storing the solution as plaintext. One option is to only store a hash
of the solution on-chain. By doing this, the solution itself remains private. However, if
task processors do not submit plain solutions during an auction, another mechanism is
needed so that the task issuer is able to retrieve it after an auction was ended.

As such, the solution delivery can be conducted in two steps. While an auction is running,
only hashed solutions plus its quality in plaintext are submitted. After the auction
was ended, the solution with the best quality criteria is selected and the corresponding
task processor is notified. Subsequently, the task processor submits the solution as
plaintext. After the smart contract has ensured that the plain solution match with the
hash, the task processor receives payment and the task issuer is able to retrieve the plain
solution. Participating task processors have to deposit a stake, to ensure the subsequent
upload of the plain solution after the auction was ended. The stake is refunded to those
participants whose solution is not selected. The task processor with the winning solution
gets a payment consisting of its own stake and the reward for processing from the task
issuer. Since task processors have to deposit a stake within the described two-step
submission variant, it is questionable, if both the hash and the quality criteria is in fact
necessary at the first submission step. We assume that further optimizations are possible
by removing the hash of the first submission step. In other words, the stake and the
quality criteria are sufficient. In case of the task processor with the winning solution does
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not upload a plaintext solution (in the second step) which corresponds to the quality
criteria (submitted in the first step), his stake can be withhold. Therefore, the input
parameter for the hash in the first submission step can be discarded, which results in
cost savings.

The advantage of the two-step variant is, that the plain solution is only available after
the end of an auction and overall less data must be stored on the blockchain because
only the winning solution is written on the blockchain. Consequently, cost caused by the
reduced on-chain storage demand can be saved. Disadvantageous is that more logic and
interaction is necessary. Additionally, privacy cannot be achieved as long as the solution
is submitted as plaintext (in the second step) on the blockchain instead of ciphertext.
By means of, e.g., public key encryption like OpenPGP3 it can be ensured that only the
respective task issuer can read the solution (after decryption). However, in this case the
necessary exchange of the public key have to be kept in mind. As can be seen, a trade-off
between transparency and privacy has to be accepted.

Another variation of the described two step delivery process can be done by replacing the
blockchain storage for task solutions with other storage services, e.g., IPFS. IPFS is an
decentralized system for data sharing, where participating entities do not need to trust
each other [8]. When IPFS is used, the link to the solution can be submitted (instead
of the plain solution) which potentially saves cost. By comparing the hash of the data
shared via IPFS with the hash on the blockchain, the integrity of the solution can be
ensured.

However, to keep the solution delivery as simple as possible, we decided to use the
plaintext solution as input parameter for the function submitSolution(). Therefore, both
the solution submission of a task processor and the solution delivery to a task issuer can
be carried out in each case by a single function call.

Payment
As mentioned in Section 5.1, a task processor is incentivised for participation by a
financial reward. The question arises who determines the price or reward and how it is
composed. As computational tasks are offloaded, it is possible that a task issuer pays
per task or also per time unit. Further, it can be questioned if its useful to pay only one
or more participating task processors.

As assessment basis for the price, the fixed charges on the task processor’s side can be
considered. The fixed charges consist of two main parts, the cost for consumed energy
and the transaction fee for submitting the solution. The energy cost can be calculated
by means of the current energy price, the amount of time units used for processing
the task and the energy consumption per time unit. The transaction fee caused by
calling submitSoluiton() depends on the amount of data written on the blockchain. As
long as the processing time cannot be forecasted, the payment per time unit seems to be
fair for both ends. In case of a pay per task model, a discrepancy regarding the price

3https://www.openpgp.org/
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and the processing time is possible, which can be an advantage for the task issuer and
disadvantage for the task processor, or vice versa.

Further it is conceivable that the task issuer proposes a price and task processors can
decide if they want to participate for this price or not. However, when task issuers or
processors are able to define or even negotiate a price, we assume an increased need
of interaction, e.g., caused by a varying pricing per time coming from the resource
availability of a task processor. In general, we do not expect an added value or impact
on the evaluation of the proposed solution approach from a pricing model. Therefore no
particular pricing, e.g., which aims at maximizing profit of task processors is implemented.
For reasons of simplicity, we decided to implement a minimal price per task which is set
by the owner of the auction smart contract. If the solution approach is positioned on the
market in the future, an appropriate pricing model must of course be integrated. In this
respect, a pricing model based on the processing effort can be provided. Furthermore,
by rewarding, e.g., the three best solutions, the competition between task processors
can be promoted. Recent works [23, 25] in the field of blockchain-based computation
offloading have introduced various pricing models. Golem, for example, has implemented
a probabilistic pricing, where only a few processors are paid per transaction [63].

Besides the kind of payment, the time of payment has to be considered as well. Payment
before, at and after result delivery are possible. Due to simplicity, we have planned to
implement the former.

Payment before result delivery means, that a task processor receives the payment before
a task issuer is able to call the appropriate function to retrieve the result. In our scenario,
the payment is triggered within the function endAuction(). The result delivery is possible
by calling retrieveSolution() whereby as a precondition the auction must be ended. As
mentioned before, this has the upside of a simpler implementation and less demand of
interaction. From the perspective of the involved entities, payment before delivery is
beneficial for task processors as their effort is compensated before the respective task
issuer has confirmed the solution delivery. On the other hand, task issuers run the risk of
paying for a potentially useless solution. However, due to the result verification employed
in our solution, task issuers have a statement about the correctness of computed solutions.

In the context of our running example, payment at result delivery means that the coin
transfer is conducted when the function retrieveSolution() is called. Here, a fallback is
needed in case of the task processor never retrieves the solution by calling retrieveSolu-
tion().

Payment after result delivery can be implemented as alternative to the above mentioned
variants. Payment after result delivery can be realized by adding a confirmation function,
which triggers the coin transfer and is only callable by the task issuer. A task issuer has
the possibility to retrieve and take a look at the result, before the payment is triggered.
Further, if the task issuer accepts the solution, the confirmation function can be called
to complete the auction. This implies additional interaction and exception handling, due
to the auction completion depends on the task issuer’s reaction. In addition, we assume
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that there is less demand to inspect the solution before payment, since result verification
takes place. Compared to payment before delivery, a task processor runs the risk of not
receiving a reward with payment after delivery.

5.2.3 Result Verification
The second fundamental part of the proposed solution, is that it can be determined
whether a submitted result was computed properly. Thus, potential task issuers obtain a
statement about the validity of solutions to their corresponding task.

Until now, we have decided to use the Ethereum blockchain as underlying technology.
As a consequence, we need a result verification scheme which can be built on top of the
Ethereum blockchain. Various result verification schemes are described in Chapter 4.
Based on the comparison in Chapter 4, zk-SNARKs seem to be the most suitable approach
for our blockchain-based offloading solution. Due to its succinctness, very short proofs
(in the ballpark of bytes) can be provided which is beneficial when blockchain technology
is involved. We further decided to use ZoKrates (described in Section 4.6) to employ
result verification because it can be used in combination with the Ethereum blockchain.

ZoKrates is a toolbox to run zk-SNARKs on Ethereum. While the computation and a
few preparation steps regarding the result verification are carried out off the blockchain
for cost-savings, the verification step is done on-chain.

Figure 5.4 gives a high level overview of result verification within the proposed solution
approach. Solutions of verifiable tasks are written to the blockchain only if the result
verification is successful. Otherwise, the submission is discarded. Solutions of tasks
for which verification is not mandatory are stored on-chain without any checks. The
activity verify Solution is part of the result verification while all other activities in
Figure 5.4 belong to the auction smart contract. The verification is performed within a
separate smart contract generated by ZoKrates. Therefore, the auction smart contract
has to trigger the verification function verifyTx() in the verification smart contract.

submit verifiable Solution

submit non-verifiable Solution

verify Solution

store Solution on-chain

N

Y

Y

N

verification? successful?

Figure 5.4: High level process of the result verification

The procedure of the result verification is illustrated in Figure 5.5, whereby the yellow
activities are supported by the ZoKrates toolbox. First, a task processor decides to
contribute to a particular auction where verification is mandatory and retrieves all
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relevant data. Based on that, the task processor computes the task locally (and therefore
off the chain) with its own algorithm. After a solution was found, a witness has to be
computed. This means that the previously mentioned program specified in DSL code
is run with the task processor’s result as input. If it succeeds, it returns a witness that
proves proper computation. Otherwise, it can be assumed that an error occurred during
the computation phase or a wrong result was entered. Based on the witness, a proof
can be generated, which is needed for the on-chain verification in the next step. Both
actions, compute witness and generate proof are performed locally on the task processor’s
hardware. Afterwards, the solution and the proof can be submitted. When a solution is
submitted, the auction smart contract calls the verification function verifyTx() of the
verification smart contract. If the verification function returns true, we can assume that
the computation was executed honestly. As a result, the solution is stored on-chain.
Otherwise, if false was returned, the submission of the task processor is discarded entirely.

task processor

decides to participate
get auction

compute solution 

locally

compute witness generate proof submit solution verify solution

submission failed

submission sucessful

witness ok?

verification ok?
Y

N N

Y

Figure 5.5: Result verification procedure

Implementing specific use cases
As described in Section 4.6 the result verification with ZoKrates is tied to specific
computation problems. This means that a certain part of the result verification, more
specifically the DSL code, is not generic and must be changed whenever a different
computation problem has to be served. The DSL code contains appropriate checks to
prove that a computation is done correctly. The possibility of creating or adopting these
programs enables flexibility and adds universal applicability to the result verification. In
other words, new use cases can be added and thus potential demands of task issuers for
new computation problems can be met.

To verify results of a specific computation problem, several one-time preparation steps
have to be conducted. As indicated, a program in form of DSL code has to be written.
Then, keys and a verification smart contract have to be generated. Afterwards, the
on-chain verification for the specific computation problem is ready for deployment. The
mandatory steps to add a new use case are depicted in Figure 5.6. Since it is not planned
that users can add additional computation problems by their own, all these actions
have to be done by the developer. When the result verification scheme is integrated in
the auction smart contract, the inputs of the function submitSolution() as well as the
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storage format for solutions of the new problem should be kept in mind. Under certain
circumstances, it can be useful to draw up a detached auction smart contract for each
use case. A separation per use case would lead to more compact code artifacts and better
maintenance.

DSL Code trusted Setup
verification 

smart contract
deployment

integration 

auction smart contract

new use case

required
new use case

added

Figure 5.6: Process for adding result verification for additional use cases

To demonstrate how our blockchain-based offloading approach with result verification can
be adopted to specific use cases, we describe the process of implementing an exemplary
use case in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
Implementation

To demonstrate and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution, we implement
our blockchain-based offloading approach using the TSP as exemplary use case. The TSP
is an optimization problem which involves finding the shortest path between predefined
cities. Each city has to be visited once and the start city must be identical to the end
city. Figure 6.1 shows a possible solution for an exemplary TSP instance.

Figure 6.1: Exemplary TSP solution path for the cities Budapest, Vienna, Prague, Berlin,
Amsterdam, Brussels

The TSP is an NP-complete problem and potentially hard to compute. Therefore, offload-
ing TSP instances can be a promising solution approach, e.g., for resource-constrained
devices. Especially for larger problem instances, it is unknown if an optimal solution
can be found within polynomial time. Once a solution has been found, its validity can
be verified in less time, e.g., by traversing the path of a TSP solution. In research
the TSP is used as benchmark to test optimization approaches solving combinatorial
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problems [56]. Therefore, but also because of more than one solution or path per TSP
instance is possible, the TSP is truly suitable for our auction-based offloading approach.

The terms task issuer and task processor are generally described in Section 5.1. With
regard to the TSP use case, a task issuer is able to create a TSP instance, by publishing
the cities of interest. Subsequently, task processors can retrieve key data of this instance
and further decide if they want to participate. In case of participation, a task processor
computes a solution for the TSP instance and provides it for the task issuer. The effort
of calculating an TSP instance is compensated by a reward at the end of the offloading
cycle.

Note that the TSP is merely used as exemplary use case. It is fairly easy to apply the
solution to other optimization problems as well (see Section 5.2). However, particular
parts of the implementation are directly related to properties of the TSP such as the
logic of the result verification. To verify TSP solutions, the following requirements have
to be considered:

• Each city appears exactly once in the stated path (Hamiltonian cycle)

• The given path length must correspond to the sum of the connections between the
cities on the basis of the path and the adjacency (distance) matrix

The result verification has to ensure that the stated path is a Hamiltonian cycle and
its given length is equal to the calculated path length based on the distance matrix. A
distance (adjacency) matrix represents a map consisting of a number of cities and its
distances.

This chapter focuses on the implementation of the TSP as an exemplary use case and
is structured as follows: First, the implementation details regarding the auction smart
contract are outlined in Section 6.1. Afterwards, we describe the implementation of the
result verification with zk-SNARKs by means of the toolbox ZoKrates in Section 6.2.
Here, we go along with the defined process illustrated in Figure 5.6 to add a new use case.
In Section 6.3 an optimized variant of result verification with zk-SNARKs is presented.
Finally, Section 6.4 comprises two client interfaces, which simplify interacting with the
implemented prototype.

6.1 Auction Smart Contract
According to Section 5.2.2, the auction smart contract covers the auction-based mechanism
and the integration of the result verification. Due to the result verification being tied
to the number of cities (see Section 6.2), several verification smart contracts have to be
linked with the auction smart contract. Apart from the employment of result verification,
the auction smart contract allows to create auctions (tasks), submit bids (solutions)
including their verification, rank bids, end an auction and to retrieve the best solution.
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For the development and evaluation phase, the Truffle Suite1 is used. The Truffle
Suite enables the operation of a local Ethereum blockchain and supports the creation,
deployment and testing of smart contracts. All smart contracts are implemented by
means of the language Solidity (v5.8.0).

Data structures and storage demand
The auction smart contract stores task details and its solutions on the blockchain. The
corresponding data structures are depicted in Listing 6.1. Each Task can contain several
instances of the struct Solution (see line 13). The names of the cities specified by the
task issuer are stored as bytes32[]. The variable path within a solution is of type
uint[], because ZoKrates supports only numbers (see Section 6.2 for further details).
The transformation from city names to numbers (or city Ids) is carried out by a separate
function within the auction smart contract. The necessary mapping between city names
and its Ids is stored on-chain as bytes32[], whereby the array index is equal to the
Id of a city. Since TSP instances are computed off-chain, it is not required to hold the
distance matrices on-chain. The variable mapnumber within a solution indicates which
map was used to compute the solution.

1 struct Solution {
2 address payable processor;
3 uint[] path;
4 uint mapnumber;
5 uint sum;
6 }
7
8 struct Task {
9 address issuer;

10 bool verification;
11 bytes32[] cities;
12 uint stake;
13 Solution[] solutions;
14 State state;
15 uint auctionEnd;
16 }

Listing 6.1: Data structures for storing tasks and solutions

Skeleton of the auction smart contract
As specified in Section 5.2.2 the lifecycle of an auction is divided into the three stages
ready, running, ended. Therefore, we apply the state machine pattern2. This pattern
allows to pass trough different states and can be used to offer various functionality
depending of the current state. The ingredients for the state machine pattern are states,
state transitions and interaction controls for the functions.

Listing 6.2 shows the basic code skeleton of the auction smart contract. The states are
defined as enum in line five. Based on the definitions in Section 5.2.2, the state transitions
are represented by corresponding functions. A state transition function is only callable

1https://www.trufflesuite.com/
2https://fravoll.github.io/solidity-patterns
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if the contract is in the correct state. This interaction control is realized with so-called
modifiers which can be applied to functions. For example, the modifier inState() starting
in line eight ensures that the actual state is equal to the expected one. Otherwise, an
exception is thrown. This modifier is applied to the function submitSolution() in line
22. As can be seen, the modifier inState() guarantees that function submitSolution() can
only be called in state running. In contrast to inState(), the modifier orState() allows
function calls within two states op1 and op2. Thus, it is possible to create an auction
in the states ready or ended.

Besides the state machine pattern, also the guard check and the access restriction pattern
are utilized3. The guard check pattern makes sure that, e.g., the input parameters of
a function are as expected. The guard check pattern can also be a part of modifiers as
can be seen in line nine. By means of the access restriction pattern, the ability of calling
functions can be restricted. For example, the function retrieveSolution() can be called
only by the task issuer (ensured by the modifier equalsAdress()).

1 contract Auction {
2
3 struct Solution {...}
4 struct Task {...}
5 enum State {Ready, Running, Ended}
6 Task task;
7
8 modifier inState (State actual, State expected){
9 require(actual == expected, ’useful-err-msg’);

10 _;
11 }
12
13 modifier orState (State actual, State op1, State op2){
14 require(actual == op1 || actual == op2, ’useful-err-msg’);
15 _;
16 }
17
18 function createAuction(...)
19 external payable orState(task.state, State.Ready, State.Ended) {}
20
21 function submitSolutionVerifiable(...)
22 external inState(task.state, State.Running) {}
23
24 function endAuction()
25 external inState(task.state, State.Running) timeExceeded() {}
26
27 function retrieveSolution()
28 external view inState(task.state, State.Ended) equalsAddress(task.issuer) {}
29 }

Listing 6.2: Simplified code skeleton of the auction smart contract

Create auction
A new auction (or task) can be created by calling the function createAuction(). The city
names and whether result verification is mandatory or not have to be stated as input.
Moreover, the function call must include a coin transfer which is used as stake. Otherwise,

3https://fravoll.github.io/solidity-patterns
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an exception is thrown. Consequently the struct Task is filled with the consigned data.
The variable auctionEnd represents the minimal duration of an auction and is set to
the current blocknumber + 5. Therefore the auction can be ended five blocks later at
the earliest.

Submit verifiable solution
In case the task issuer requires a verified solution, a task processor can submit its result
by calling submitSolutionVerifiable(). Two functionalities are provided by submitSolu-
tionVerifiable(). First, it ensures that solutions for tasks can be submitted. Second, it
acts as integration point for the result verification and therefore triggers the verification
with zk-SNARKs.

The function signature of submitSolutionVerifiable() is illustrated in Listing 6.3. The
inputs from line 2 - 5 are part of the proof that was created off-chain based on the
task processor’s computation. The input _hp in line nine represents the hashed path.
The function submitSolutionVerifiable() first compares _hp with the hash of path.
Second, the on-chain verification step is executed, i.e., calling the function verifyTx()
in a verification smart contract (which was generated with ZoKrates). Before that the
input variables for verifyTx() must be prepared. If the on-chain verification step was
successful, the result is stored within the struct Solution.

1 function submitSolutionVerifiable(
2 uint[2] calldata _a,
3 uint[2] calldata _b1,
4 uint[2] calldata _b2,
5 uint[2] calldata _c,
6 uint[] calldata _path,
7 uint _mapnumber,
8 uint _sum,
9 uint[2] calldata _hp

10 ) external inState(task.state, State.Running) {...}

Listing 6.3: Function signature of submitSolutionVerifiable()

The function signature of verfyTx() is depicted in Listing 6.4. Here, the cryptographic
proof is verified (as described in Section 4.6). In case of a successful verification, we
can assume that the task processor was honest and computed the solution properly. In
the positive case, a Solidity event is emitted and the boolean value true is returned.
Otherwise, false is returned.

1 function verifyTx(
2 uint[2] memory a,
3 uint[2][2] memory b,
4 uint[2] memory c,
5 uint[14] memory input
6 ) public returns (bool r) {...}

Listing 6.4: Function signature of verifyTx() to verify a path of length 10

End auction
The function endAuction() terminates the currently running auction if the minimal
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duration is already exceeded. Furthermore, the solution with the best quality criteria is
determined automatically and its task processor gets paid. In the current version the
stake of the task issuer is transferred.

Retrieve solution
With regard to the auction’s lifecycle, the function retriveSolution() can be accessed only
by the task issuer after the auction has been ended. If these requirements are fulfilled,
the solution with the best quality criteria is determined and returned. Here it has to be
kept in mind, that all data on a blockchain is public. Therefore, solutions can be read as
soon as they are submitted. Since the task issuer has to deposit a stake at task creation,
the payment for the task processor is ensured.

Supportive functions
Further functions have been implemented to support the auction-based procedure. From
the view of a task processor it is necessary to know details with regard to the current
task, e.g., the cities of interest. Moreover, a task processor may want to know whether a
solution has already been submitted and what quality it has. To cover such cases, two
functions getAuction() and getBestSolution() are provided. The first function returns the
cities names entered by the task issuer. To learn about the currently best solution, the
sum of the shortest path is given back by getBestSolution().

6.2 Result Verification
As described in Section 5.2.3, we aim to use zk-SNARKs for result verification. To realize
this plan, the toolbox ZoKrates is utilized which accompanies the entire verification
process. The basis and beginning for the result verification is a program written in
the DSL which proves program inputs against the defined checks (see Section 4.6). For
example, if task processors intend to prove that they know the preimage of a hash, the
DSL program has to check if the preimage hashes to the expected result, i.e., e = h(p)
whereby e is the expected result, h() the hash function and p the input representing the
preimage. Basically, arbitrary problems can be covered by such programs. With regard
to our running example, the result verification has to verify whether TSP solutions were
computed properly. In other words, task processors should be able to prove that they
know a valid solution for an TSP instance. To accomplish that, the requirements to
verify a TSP solution outlined in the introduction of this chapter have to be considered.
In short, the stated path has to be Hamiltonian and the path length must match.

As indicated in the paragraph Data structures and storage demand in Section 6.1, maps
or distance matrices are identified by a map number. The idea behind identifying maps is
that we aim to support several maps, e.g., one map with European cities and another with
North-American cities to enhance flexibility for task issuers. To tackle this, a couple of
components must be aware of the predefined maps. At least, the auction smart contract
and the DSL program must know which maps and cities are valid. To verify the validity
of a path and its length, the result verification component needs the distance matrix of
each map.
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Before we go into further details about the implementation of these requirements, we
find it useful to outline supported features and limitations of ZoKrates as there are
implications for the implementation.

Restrictions of ZoKrates
Currently, the DSL of ZoKrates (v0.5.1) supports only a small set of types and control
flow tools, in contrast to common programming languages like Java. There are two
primitive types, field and bool available. The type field is a positive integer between 0
and p − 1 (p represents a large prime number between 2253 < p < 2254). The second
primitive type bool can be used in conditions only. Further, two complex types, arrays
and structs can be used. An array consists of several field or bool types and can be one-
or two-dimensional. The size of an array must be defined at compile-time. A struct
allows to combine various primitive types within one container variable [19].

With regard to the control flow, function calls, if-expressions and for-loops are possible.
By defining functions the program can be better structured. The condition within an
if-expression supports the operators <, <=, >, >= and ==. However, equality operators
should be preferred due to the evaluation (the compute witness step) can be done with
less effort. When using for-loops, it must be kept in mind that the bounds must be known
at compile-time which implies that only constants (and no variables) can be applied [19].

Furthermore, ZoKrates provides a standard library, which comprises functions for hashing
and public-key cryptography.

Implications on the specification of the DSL program
The mentioned restrictions have effects on the design of the proposed solution. Because
only numbers are supported by ZoKrates, a mapping from city names to numbers is
necessary. Since bounds of loops have to be defined at compile-time and the lack of
dynamic fields (like an array list in Java which can grow during program execution),
considerations have to be made regarding different amounts of cities per task. Out of the
box, it is not possible to write a DSL program which supports a varying number of cities
as input. Instead, the fields for the path consisting of cities must be fully defined. This
means, that if five fields for the cities are provisioned by the DSL program, all five fields
have to be filled. Since NULL Values are not supported, an alternative approach must
be provided.

Based on the described limitations, the following design decisions are made:

• Depiction of a map: As mentioned before, each map covers particular cities and
its distances whereby each city is connected with each other (equivalent with a
completed graph in graph theory). These data structures can be stored as array
within the DSL program. The identification of particular cities can be done with
the help of the array indices since only numbers are possible. The maps provided
in this solution approach are fitted for the symmetric TSP, i.e., the distances
between two cities (A to B and B to A) are equal. The asymmetric TSP can be
easily added in the future, e.g., by adding new maps. When new maps are added
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0 1 2 3
0 0 100 200 300
1 100 0 400 500
2 200 400 0 600
3 300 500 600 0

Table 6.1: Exemplary distance matrix

Name of City Id
A 0
B 1
C 2
D 3

Table 6.2: Exemplary mapping

or existing ones are changed, the whole solution must be redeployed. Table 6.1
illustrates an exemplary distance matrix which consists of four cities. While the
auction smart contract must only know which indices and city names are valid,
the verification module and the task processor client interface need the distance
matrices for operation. When task processors participate on a TSP instance, they
use the distance matrices and the indices of the cities in their algorithms. Therefore,
task processors do not necessarily need to know the names of the cities.

• Mapping: A conversion from cities to numbers and vice versa is mandatory since
the DSL of ZoKrates does not support chars or strings. Based on the definition of
maps, where the array index identifies the city, the mapping can be built on these
indices. That means, the set of valid numbers is fixed by the distance matrix. As a
consequence, a city can only be uniquely identified by the map. The assignment
of cities to indices is determined by the distance matrix, which can be arbitrarily
structured by the developer team. Table 6.2 illustrates a mapping according to
the distance matrix in Table 6.1. At least, the mappings must be accessible for
the auction smart contract. Since task processors submit a sequence of numbers
representing the path to the auction smart contract, it is beneficial if the task
issuer client is already aware of the mapping. As such, an on-chain conversion from
numbers to cities can be omitted, saving additional cost.

• Lack of dynamic fields: To circumvent this limitation, the maximum amount of
cities is partitioned by providing several programs in the ZoKrates DSL. The
separation is done in steps of 10, so that there is a verification program for 10 cities,
20 cities etc. Depending on the quantity of cities, task processors have to execute
the compute witness step with a different program. For example, if a path for four
cities has to be computed, a task processor runs the verification program for 10
cities. In our example six fields from the fifth to the tenth city are occupied by
placeholders. In our prototype, the first invalid index of the distance matrix (the
array) is used as placeholder. Accordingly, when the distance matrix of Table 6.1
is used, the first invalid index is five. One alternative is to use a fixed number
as placeholder, e.g., 254, which is valid for all maps. However, this limits the
maximum number of cities on a map which we consider as disadvantage.
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6.2.1 Specification of the DSL program
This section presents the main parts of the implementation for verifying TSP solutions.
As previously mentioned, several DSL programs are necessary, because ZoKrates does
not support dynamic fields. Due to the fact that all these programs are very similar
and differ only in minor details, e.g., the amount of loop iterations, we present the code
artifacts for the verification of up to 10 cities. Each DSL program supports two maps or
distance matrices to achieve flexibility. The presented version contains one map with 30
and one with 70 cities.

Input parameters for the ZoKrates program
To verify that a task processor has computed the solution for a TSP instance properly,
the following information is crucial:

• The path consisting of a sequence of numbers representing cities, e.g., 0, 1, 2, 3

• The map number which was used for solving the TSP instance

• The length of the path, e.g., 1400

• The cities, more specifically their numbers, which were stated by the task issuer at
auction creation, e.g., 0, 3, 2, 1

• The hashed path, e.g., the value of sha256(0123)

The path and the map are needed to calculate the overall distance and to compare it with
the stated length of the task issuer. Additionally, by the help of these two parameters, the
validity of the city numbers can be ensured. The path and the cities are used to determine
if all cities are covered exactly once. The hashed path is necessary to prevent malicious
behavior originating from the task processor when submitting a solution. Without the
hash, it would be possible to decouple the proof from the path. In other words, if the task
processor submits a valid proof (based on a valid witness) but an invalid (e.g., random)
path, it possibly cannot be detected on-chain. The result verification would succeed even
though an incorrect path would be stored on blockchain. To recognize and prevent such
scenarios, we decided to compare the hash and the path within the ZoKrates program
and in the auction smart contract.

As described in Section 4.6, input parameters can be declared as private or public in the
ZoKrates DSL. Private inputs are not part of the on-chain verification whereas public
parameters are required to perform the verification step on the blockchain. Therefore,
private inputs can be kept in secret by the task processor. We decided to make the
parameters path and map as private so that its basically possible to hide the solution.
Since we defined in Section 5.2 that the plain solution has to be submitted, the advantage
of keeping these two inputs private is neutralized. However, if another solution delivery
mechanism is implemented which does not disclose the path, private parameters are
beneficial. The main function of the DSL program to verify TSP solutions, is depicted
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in Listing 6.5. As can be seen in the function’s signature, a path up to 10 cities can be
verified.

1 def main(
2 private field[10] path, private field mapnumber,
3 field sum, field[10] cities, field[2] hashOfPath
4 ) -> (field):
5
6 1 == basicInputCheck(path, cities, mapnumber)
7 1 == checkCities(path, cities, mapnumber)
8
9 sum == calculateSum(path, mapnumber)

10
11 field[2] hashedPath = hash(concat(path))
12 hashOfPath[0] == hashedPath[0]
13 hashOfPath[1] == hashedPath[1]
14
15 return 1

Listing 6.5: Main function of the DSL program

Input parameters for the verification function verifyTx()
The verification function verifyTx() is executed on-chain, while the DSL program runs
off-chain. The inputs for verifyTx() differ slightly from the inputs of the DSL program.
Instead of the private inputs, the proof of the task processor has to be stated. The proof
generated by ZoKrates contains three elliptic curve points, which are mandatory for the
verification step. Additionally, all public inputs and the expected return value of the
DSL program have to be provided by the verifier to perform the verification. In our case,
the verifier is the auction smart contract that holds the needed information and triggers
the verification. With regard to the return value of the DSL programs, we decided to
return always the integer one.

Bounds check
A bounds check can be useful to sort out solutions with invalid indices or map numbers
like a format check. Listing 6.6 shows a snippet of the function which performs the
bounds check. Since the map numbers 30 and 70 are supported (see line three), indices
between 0 - 29, 0 - 69 and the placeholders 30 and 70 for unused path or city slots are
valid. The for-loop (see line 5 - 10) ensures that the arrays path and cities only
contain valid indices and placeholders. In addition, the placeholders of both fields are
summed up and compared in line 12. The function inputCheck() returns the value one if
a valid input was entered. Otherwise in case of an invalid input, e.g., the path or cities
array contains the number 71, an exception is thrown and the processing is stopped.

1 def inputCheck(field[10] path, field[10] cities, field mapnumber) -> (field):
2 ...
3 1 == if mapnumber == 30 || mapnumber == 70 then 1 else 0 fi
4 ...
5 for field i in 0..10 do
6 0 == checkBounds(path[i], mapnumber)
7 0 == checkBounds(cities[i], mapnumber)
8 iCitySlots = iCitySlots + if cities[i] == mapnumber then 1 else 0 fi
9 iPathSlots = iPathSlots + if path[i] == mapnumber then 1 else 0 fi
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10 endfor
11 ...
12 iCitySlots == iPathSlots
13 ...
14 return 1

Listing 6.6: Function to conduct the bounds check

Hamiltonian cycle
Next, it has to be examined if the stated path contains each city exactly once. The
corresponding function specified in the DSL is illustrated in Listing 6.7. The examination
is conducted within the for-loop from line 3 - 6. The function containsOneTime() (line
four and five) checks if an element of the path occurs exactly once in the cities array and
vice versa. Due to placeholders being possible (which are equal to the map number),
the check has to be done in two ways. If the placeholders could be replaced by dynamic
fields, line four and the comparison of the length of both arrays would last out to verify
the Hamiltonian property. If all conditions shown in Listing 6.7 hold, the value one is
returned and the execution continues with the comparison of the path length.

1 def checkCities(field[10] path, field[10] cities, field mapnumber) -> (field):
2
3 for field i in 0..10 do
4 1 == if cities[i] == mapnumber then 1 else containsOnetime(cities[i], path) fi
5 1 == if path[i] == mapnumber then 1 else containsOnetime(path[i], cities) fi
6 endfor
7
8 return 1

Listing 6.7: Function to check the Hamiltonian cycle property

Comparison of the path length
This part checks if the stated path length (field sum in the signature of the main function)
is equal to the sum resulting from the distances of the stated path based on the distance
matrix (map). While the stated path length and the calculated path length are compared
in the main function of the DSL program (Listing 6.5, line 9), the summation is shown
in Listing 6.8.

In line four, the appropriate distance matrix is fetched. We decided to use a one-
dimensional array for distance matrices because its processing is cheaper in contrast to
two-dimensional arrays. As mentioned before, two maps (distance matrices) of potential
different size are supported currently. However, it can be extended with low effort, so
that, e.g., three or four maps are possible. Since the summation is done in one function
and the size of arrays has to be known at compile-time, the size of the array map in line
four follows the largest map. In our case, the largest map contains 70 cities and requires
therefore 4900 fields. Because of the aforementioned placeholders for unused cities in
the path, a padding is necessary to overcome addressing issues (e.g., see line 11). The
overall size results from calculating mapsize ∗ mapsize + mapsize = arraysize, which is in
our example 70 ∗ 70 + 70 = 4970. Since the field with index 4970 has to be addressable
as well, the array in line four is 4971 fields long. Thus, the fields from 0 - 4899 contain
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valid distances, while fields between 4900 and 4970 serve as padding and are set to the
value zero.

With regard to the summation, from line 7 - 8, the distance between the last and the
first city is calculated. The for loop from line 10 - 13 sums the distances between the
first and the penultimate cities. Line 11 covers the transition from a one-dimensional
to a two-dimensional array by computing the according position in the distance matrix.
Line 12 accesses the (distance) value of the previous calculated position and adds it to
the field sum. Afterwards, the computed total sum is returned in line 15 to the caller,
i.e., the main function.

1 def calculateSum(field[10] path, field mapnumber) -> (field):
2
3 field sum = 0
4 field[4971] map = getMap(mapnumber)
5
6 //end - start
7 field pos = (path[getIndexOfEndpoint(path, mapnumber)] * mapnumber) + path[0]
8 sum = sum + map[pos]
9

10 for field i in 0..9 do
11 pos = (path[i] * mapnumber) + path[i + 1]
12 sum = sum + if path[i + 1] == mapnumber then 0 else map[pos] fi
13 endfor
14
15 return sum

Listing 6.8: Function to calculate the path length

Hashing
As described at the beginning of Section 6.2.1, it is necessary to embed the hash of the
path in the verification procedure. Otherwise, cheating originated by the task processor
is possible by submitting a valid proof (based on a correct computation) and an invalid
plain text path to the auction smart contract. Therefore, the hash of the path is needed
as input. Consequently, we have to compute the hash of the stated path and compare
it with the input field[2] hashOfPath, to prevent the aforementioned malicious
action. Fortunately, the standard library of ZoKrates provides an implementation of
SHA2564.

Nevertheless, a few challenges have to be solved to meet the above requirements. First,
the SHA256 function of ZoKrates expects a binary input (of type field[256]). There-
fore, the input parameter path, which is a (decimal) array of type field, has to be
concatenated and transformed to a binary format so that it can be further passed to the
SHA256 function. Second, it has to be kept in mind that a path can start with index
zero. This must be accounted for, otherwise a leading zero can be truncated. Finally, the
value range of type field is between 2253 < p < 2254, where p is a large prime number.
Depending on the amount of elements in the path, bit flips can occur if the value range
of type field is exceeded.

4https://zokrates.github.io/toolbox/stdlib.html
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To overcome these challenges, we decided to slice the stated path into groups of
10 elements and insert the number one before each group. For example, the path
[0, 2, 1, 3, 70, 70, 70, 70, 70, 70] is transformed to 10213707070707070. This separation has
two advantages. First, the partition size of 10 matches employed partitions of cities,
therefore no additional logic, e.g., via padding is mandatory. Second, the number resulting
from concatenating 10 elements is smaller than 2128. Assuming that each element is
smaller than 100, 128 binary digits are sufficient. Furthermore, up to 20 path elements,
respectively, two slices can be passed to the SHA256 function. For computing a hash for
30 or 40 elements, the function SHA512 can be used which expects two inputs of type
field[256]. Equally SHA1024 is leveraged for 50 or 60 path elements. The function
unpack128() allows to transform a variable of type field to its binary representation.

Listing 6.9 shows the function for computing a hash with a path length of 10. As
this function expects only one field d1 as input, the concatenation function concat()
(see 6.5, line 11) has to be applied prior to that. With the help of pack128() in line
10 and 11, the binary representation is converted to a decimal format. In line 13 the
computed hash (divided into two parts res0 and res1) is returned. The comparison of
the computed and the stated hash of the path is conducted in the main function of the
DSL program (see 6.5 line 12 and 13).

1 def hash(field d1) -> (field[2]):
2 field[256] block = [0; 256]
3 field[128] dummy = [0; 128]
4
5 field[128] b1 = unpack128(d1)
6
7 block = [...dummy, ...b1]
8
9 block = sha256Padded(block)

10 res0 = pack128(block[..128])
11 res1 = pack128(block[128..])
12
13 return [res0, res1]

Listing 6.9: Function to compute a sha256 hash

6.3 Result Verification at Constant Cost
As described in [21] and based on our experiments with ZoKrates, the number of inputs
of the verification function verifyTx() is a cost factor. With regard to our use case and
the specification of the input parameters in Section 6.2.1 the number of cites scales with
the instance size and therefore is a cost factor. In the first version, the input for cities in
the DSL program is public and therefore also part of the verification function verifyTx().
The more cities are stated, the higher the gas cost for executing verifyTx(). Therefore,
we have decided to conduct optimizations targeting the number of input parameters. In
the following, the optimized variant is referred as result verification at constant cost.

To get rid of the above mentioned scale factor, we have set the input for the cities to
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private and added one public input which expects the hashed cities. By this change, the
fee for executing verifyTx() can be pushed to constant gas cost, regardless of the size of
the TSP instance.

To provide an auction-based mechanism with result verification at constant cost, primarily
adoptions of the DSL programs are required. Since the signature of the main function
within DSL programs change, the verification function verifyTx() is also affected. Minor
changes have to be carried out within the auction smart contract.

By implementing the previously mentioned optimizations, a task processor has to provide
the path, the cities, the path length and the hashes of the path and the cities, when
executing the compute witness step. The verification function expects the proof, the
path length, both hashes and the return value of the ZoKrates program, which should be
the value one. The adopted signature of the main function within the DSL program is
illustrated in Listing 6.10.

1 def main(
2 private field[10] path, private field mapnumber, private field[10] cities,
3 field sum, field[2] hashOfCities, field[2] hashOfPath
4 ) -> (field):
5 ...
6 return 1

Listing 6.10: Function signature for verification at constant cost

In contrast to the original smart contract the main difference can be seen in the function
signature verifyTx() in Listing 6.11, as the size of the input array (line five) is six. The
input array consists only of the path length, hash values for the path and the cities
plus the expected return value of the DSL program. Therefore the structure follows
this pattern: [pathLength, hashOfCities1, hashOfCities2, hashOfPath1, hashOfPath2, 1].
This version can deal with solutions independently of its size, e.g., a solution of length
10, but also 60.

1 function verifyTx(
2 uint[2] memory a,
3 uint[2][2] memory b,
4 uint[2] memory c,
5 uint[6] memory input
6 ) public returns (bool r) {...}

Listing 6.11: Function signature of verifyTx() with constant input parameters

With regard to the adoptions within the auction smart contract, only the signature of
the function submitVerifiableSolution() is affected, because additionally the hash of the
cities is necessary. The auction-based mechanism itself including the data structures
and solution delivery remain the same, e.g., solutions are sill written as plaintext on the
blockchain.

Within the auction smart contract, another scalability problem comes up when a solution
is submitted (regardless of verification is mandatory or not). Here, the number of elements
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of the input variable path can be a cost factor.
The composition of a path has been considered as the successor city is stated only, e.g.,
(0, 1, 2, 3), instead of predecessor and successor, e.g., ((0,1), (1,2), (2,3), (3,0)). This
path layout halves the demand of inputs and storage space on the blockchain. Further
optimizations of the path length are not possible, since we have decided in Section 5.2.2
that the plain solution has to be submitted for a simple solution delivery.

6.4 Client Interfaces
For reasons of usability and to make it easy for task issuers and processors to interact
with the proposed solution, two client interfaces are implemented. All possible actions of
task issuers and processors, e.g., collecting and submitting a result are supported by the
interfaces. The client interfaces are implemented as command line interfaces written in
Java which allow the input of commands according to the available interactions of the
solution approach.
The task issuer client supports the following actions:

• Creating an auction

• Ending an auction (after the auction’s time limit is exceeded)

• Retrieving the solution

The task processor client supports the following actions:

• Ending an auction (after the auction’s time limit is exceeded and in case of the
task issuer does not respond)

• Retrieving necessary data regarding an auction

• Getting the quality criteria of the currently best solution

• Preparation and delivery of a solution

6.4.1 Nearest Neighbor Heuristic
With regard to solution strategies for TSP instances, exact algorithms, e.g., a branch
and bound algorithm [17], and heuristics were developed [53]. Providing such algorithms
and heuristics is not a core part of this thesis, task processors ideally implement their
own approach to solve TSP instances. The idea is to reach a greater variety of different
algorithms and thus enhance the probability to find the shortest path. However, we
implemented the nearest neighbor heuristic as Java application for evaluation purposes.
As the name nearest neighbor indicates, the nearest city to the current one is visited next.
According to Rosenkrantz et al., a path with the nearest neighbor heuristic is constructed
as follows [53]:
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1. Start with an arbitrary node.

2. Find the node not yet on the path which is closest to the node last added and add
to the path the edge connecting these two nodes.

3. When all nodes have been added to the path, add an edge connecting the starting
node and the last node added.

Each node can be referred as city. At the beginning, all cities entered by the task issuer
are marked as not visited. Then, an arbitrary city is picked as starting point and marked
as visited. Afterwards, the city with the shortest distance to the current one is selected.
This is continued until all cities are visited.

Our implementation works as described above, with the exception that the start city is
always the first city stated by the task issuer. The Java application expects distance
matrices plus the cities as text-based files and outputs a path as possible solution.

Since we have outlined implementation details of the auction-based offloading approach
with result verification in the context of the TSP as exemplary use case, we analyze and
evaluate our approach in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
Evaluation

This chapter presents the evaluation of the blockchain-based computation offloading
approach with result verification. The evaluation can be divided into two main parts, i.e.,
the requirements and the quantitative analysis. The latter is done by means of the TSP,
which is implemented as exemplary use case (see Chapter 6). Overall, the evaluation
aims to examine the following aspects of the proposed solution:

• Requirements analysis: Requirements for the task offloading procedure and the
result verification scheme have been defined. The fulfillment of these requirements
is analyzed in detail.

• Overhead of result verification: Possible overheads in terms of time and cost are
determined.

• Identification of cost drivers: Potential indicators of the cost development are
outlined.

• Cost efficiency: The cost caused by the submission of a solution and its verification
with zk-SNARKs are compared to on-chain verification (without cryptographic
proofs). Based on that, the preferable verification variant with regard to cost and
instance size is derived.

The evaluation chapter is structured as follows: In Section 7.1 the requirements analysis is
presented. Before the quantitative analysis is outlined, the evaluation setup is described
in Section 7.2. Next, in Section 7.3 the overhead of result verification with zk-SNARKs
in the setting of the auction-based environment is investigated. In Section 7.4 different
variants of result verification are analyzed and compared in detail, so that potential cost
drivers can be identified. Finally, the results with regard to the (cost) overhead and
cost-efficiency are discussed in Section 7.5.
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7.1 Requirements Analysis
Prior to the design and development of the blockchain-based offloading approach, we
defined requirements for the task offloading procedure and the result verification scheme
(see Section 5.1 and the introduction of Chapter 4). Our claim was to meet these
requirements by our design decisions and also by our implementation. The following two
sections briefly describe each requirement and evaluate how they are fulfilled.

7.1.1 Task Offloading
This section evaluates the requirements defined for the task offloading procedure (see
Section 5.1). The following paragraphs examine why and how transparency, openness,
an auction-based mechanism and an incentive structure are achieved.

Transparency
Each step of the task offloading procedure should be transparent to all participants. As
a consequence, no participant has to be trusted. Furthermore, it is required to easily
detect malicious activities.

We decided to use a blockchain (i.e., the Ethereum blockchain) as underlying infrastructure.
Caused by the public nature of blockchains, data and programs on the chain are visible
for all participants. Furthermore, each step in the context of our offloading procedure
that changes the state on the Ethereum blockchain is logged and publicly visible. For
example, each order of a task issuer can be traced by all participants. Thus, transparency
can be achieved. Unlike traditional cloud providers, our solution approach does not
require trust in a third party since the state or the validity of a transaction is determined
through blockchain technology. In other words, each state change is executed and verified
by all participants.

A malicious activity can be understood as someone trying to gain an advantage at the
expense of others, e.g., when a task processor submits a fake result. For such cases,
we provide a result verification scheme. The result verification is performed on-chain,
meaning that all participants verify this operation. Therefore, malicious activities can be
detected easily. Due to the transparency and public nature of a blockchain, submitted
results can be read by every participant. Therefore, it is possible that a task issuer reads
the result and does not pay the task processor. Such a scenario is mitigated since a stake
has to be deposited at auction creation which ensures the payment of a task processor.

Entry barriers and openness
Task issuers and processors should be able to freely join and leave the platform. No trust
or relationship between task issuers and processors is necessary.

As mentioned in the paragraph above, we leverage blockchain technology to realize
computation offloading. Due to its openness, task processors with spare resources can
freely join and leave the computation offloading system. Equally, task issuers can join
without any barriers and can start to offload tasks. Caused by the fact that a blockchain
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is organized in a decentralized manner and participants agree on state changes, no
relationship or position of trust is needed between task issuers and processors.

Since we use the Ethereum blockchain, both task issuers and processors need Ether,
e.g., to deposit the stake or to pay the transaction fee when a smart contract function
is called. In case that a participant does not contribute to the mining process and
therefore earn a reward, an exchange of fiat money to crypto coins, e.g., Euro to Ether,
is necessary. To conduct such an exchange, a registration at a cryptocurrency exchange
platform, e.g, Bitpanda1 or Coinbase2 is required, which can be seen as entry barrier.
Unlike conventional cloud providers, our solution approach does not require an upfront
registration before participation.

Auction-based mechanism
To enable competition between task processors and to provide the best possible result to
task issuers, an auction-based mechanism allowing the submission of multiple results per
task is needed.

This requirement is covered by a separate smart contract, which specifies the auction-
based mechanism. An auction is divided into the stages ready, running and ended. While
an auction is in stage running multiple results can be submitted by task processors. A
submission contains the computed solution and its quality criteria. With the help of
the quality criteria, solutions can be ranked and compared. Task processors are able
to retrieve the quality criteria of the currently best submitted solution. Through these
functionalities, task processors can compete with each other.

Incentive structure
When a task is offloaded by a task issuer, the resource provider, i.e., the task processor
receives a fee in exchange for a task computation. The price or reward should be attractive
for both, task issuers and processors.

As mentioned previously, a deposit of a stake is necessary to successfully create an
auction, i.e., the request to offload a task. Thus, the payment for a task processor is
ensured. After an auction ends, the task processor who submitted the solution with the
best quality criteria (i.e., the shortest path) receives the stake. In the current version,
a minimal and fixed price for each arbitrary task is required. Since the minimal price
is the lower bound for the stake, task issuers can influence the attractiveness of their
offloading request and the responsiveness of task processors. In future work, a dynamic
pricing scheme based on the computational complexity of the task may be advantageous.

7.1.2 Result Verification
For the result verification part separate requirements have been defined in the introduction
of Chapter 4. This section evaluates why and how scalability, low cost, security and
universal applicability are achieved.

1https://www.bitpanda.com/
2https://www.coinbase.com/
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Scalability
The effort to execute the result verification should not scale with the complexity of the
offloaded computational problem. Otherwise the applicability of the result verification
scheme can be limited.

Blockchains can be used to realize computation offloading, but they are not built for
executing resource-intensive tasks. An off-chain computation scheme can be beneficial,
because limitations such as the block gas limit can be avoided. In addition, the effort to
verify a result on the blockchain ideally does not correspond to the problem’s complexity.
Both, off-chain computation and the independence of an off-chain computation and its
effort for verification can be achieved by zk-SNARKs [21].

Overhead and cost
The cost to verify a submitted result on-chain should be kept as low as possible.

We decided to leverage zk-SNARKs to integrate result verification in our blockchain-based
computation offloading approach because the properties of zk-SNARKs are promising
with regard to keeping cost a minimum. As mentioned in the above paragraph, the on-
chain verification cost does not depend on the problem’s complexity. Due to zk-SNARKs
being succinct and non-interactive, proofs are short compared to the computation length
and can convince a verifier with a single message. With regard to our implementation
(see Section 6.3) and quantitative analysis (see Section 7.4.2), the result verification can
be done at constant cost.

Security
The result verification scheme has to be secure in terms of fraud and manipulation.

Zk-SNARKs satisfy the properties completeness and soundness as outlined in Section 2.3.
Therefore, correct computations are accepted with a very high probability while incorrect
computations are accepted with a negligibly small probability. Apart from that, zk-
SNARKs require a trusted one-time setup that has to be executed by a trusted party.
If the trusted party is dishonest, it is possible to create fake proofs. To overcome this
potential issue, multiparty computation protocols have been introduced [7, 11, 12]. In the
setting of our implementation, the trusted setup was executed by the development team
(without using a multiparty computation protocol). In case of deploying our solution
on the Ethereum mainnet, the multiparty computation protocol would provide greater
assurance that the trusted setup was executed honestly.

Universal applicability
Since the platform should support new use cases, a universal applicable and flexible result
verification scheme is required.

In general, universal applicability is satisfied because zk-SNARKs can be applied to all
problems in the complexity class NP in a generic fashion [52]. Consequently, problems of
the class P can also be covered, since P is a subset of NP. Therefore, it is possible to
add further use cases, e.g., the graph coloring problem, the bin packing problem or the
calculation of the greatest common divisor.
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Our implementation uses the toolbox ZoKrates to deploy zk-SNARKs on the Ethereum
blockchain. The basic elements of the ZoKrates DSL might have an impact on universal
applicability, e.g., by the fact that the number of loop iterations has to be known at
compile time or that only numeric types are supported (see Section 6.2). As alternative,
other circuit generation languages, e.g., jsnark3 can be used.

As we now have analyzed the requirements in the context of the task offloading and
result verification, we continue with the quantitative analysis. Therefore, we present the
evaluation setup in the next section.

7.2 Evaluation Setup and Dataset
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the computation offloading procedure consists of an on-chain
and an off-chain part. To evaluate on-chain activities, the particular smart contracts have
to be deployed on a Ethereum blockchain. The off-chain part is conducted with the help
of ZoKrates for computing witnesses and generating proofs. ZoKrates can be installed
natively on the operating system, but the tool is also available as Docker container4. We
decided to use the dockerized variant and assigned 8 GB RAM and 4 CPU cores to the
container.

With regard to the deployment, two options are possible. The blockchain-based com-
putation offloading solution can be deployed on a local Ethereum blockchain or on an
online Ethereum testnet, e.g., the Rinkeby5 testnet. As previously mentioned, we mainly
examine the cost development (gas usage) of the submission and verification of solutions.
Additionally, the required time to perform off-chain activities, i.e., compute-witness and
generate-proof, is measured. Therefore, the local deployment is sufficient to cover both
dimensions of interest. If latency were to be investigated as well, the deployment to a
testnet would be necessary. Since latency is not in scope of the evaluation, we use a local
Ethereum blockchain provided by the Truffle Suite.

Our implementation allows to verify TSP instances up to 60 cities. First and foremost,
the limiting factor is the map size within our DSL programs (the maps have to be
known by our DSL programs to calculate the path length). In case a map contains more
than 74 cities, we run into a stack overflow when compiling the program. We discussed
the issue with the ZoKrates community, but were thereupon not able to solve it. The
issue is possibly fixed in upcoming ZoKrates versions. Since we figured out in the early
development phase that an instance size of 60 is enough to undercut the gas consumption
of alternative result verification schemes, no further investigations with regard to the
mentioned stack overflow issue have been done. However, when the issue is resolved, our
solution can easily be extended to handle larger instances, e.g., of size 120 by means of
the ZoKrates standard library. In case instances greater than 120 have to be supported,
the hash functions of the ZoKrates standard library can be extended.

3https://github.com/akosba/jsnark
4https://hub.docker.com/r/zokrates/zokrates
5https://www.rinkeby.io/
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The dataset for evaluation corresponds to the lodged maps, respectively distance matrices
of the TSP use case. Here, the above described map and instance size limit has to be
considered. That means, a map size greater than 60 but smaller than 74 is needed so that
instance sizes up to 60 cities can be verified and the stack overflow issue does not occur.
To meet these conditions, we decided to use a map of size 70 or 70 cities respectively.
Since our DSL programs support two different maps (see Section 6.2), we have decided
to integrate another map of size 30 to find out if there are differences caused by the
map size with regard to the overhead of the result verification. Based on that, we have
chosen two publicly available maps, one with 70 North-American6 cities and one with 30
European7 ones. The map with the North-American cities is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Equally, the map with the European cities is shown in Figure 7.2.

As alternative to predefined datasets, individual distance matrices can be build with the
help of (non-free and free) APIs, e.g., Google’s8 distance-matrix API or the matrix API
of openrouteservice9.

7.3 Overhead of Result Verification

First, we aim to determine the overhead caused by result verification with zk-SNARKs,
as described in the introduction of this chapter. Since the verification is part (or a
sub-function) of the submission of a solution, we have to examine the submission step
within the auction smart contract. More precisely, two variants of submitting a solution
are considered to conduct a comparison. In the first variant, a solution can be submitted
and verified with zk-SNARKs. In the second variant, a solution can be submitted without
performing any verification. Differences of both versions with respect to the overhead
caused by result verification are determined. Additionally, possible discrepancies between
instances of equal size addressing different maps, i.e., map 30 and map 70, are investigated.
Next, the overhead with regard to cost, then the additional time needed to perform the
verification with zk-SNARKs is evaluated.

Additional cost
To get a first insight into extra cost, i.e., gas consumption, we compare the functions
submitSolutionVerifiable() and submitSolution() within the auction smart contract. In
general, submitSolutionVerifiable() verifies the solution with the help of zk-SNARKs in a
separate smart contract and stores it afterwards if the verification was successful. The
function submitSolution() merely stores the submitted solution on-chain without perform-
ing any check. Both functions finally store the solution but submitSolutionVerifiable()
performs also the result verification (abstracted in Figure 5.4). Therefore, we expect
a higher effort caused by the verification within submitSolutionVerifiable(). To get a

6https://people.sc.fsu.edu/ jburkardt/datasets/cities/cities.html
7http://www.mapcrow.info/european_travel_distance.html
8https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/distance-matrix
9https://openrouteservice.org/#/dev/api-docs/v2/matrix
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Figure 7.1: Map with North-American cities
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the cost development of the submitting solutions and its
overhead

complete picture of the cost overhead, instance sizes between 3 - 30 (map 30) and 3 - 60
(map 70) are used.

Figure 7.3 shows two plots. The left one, Figure 7.3a, depicts the gas consumption
of submitSolutionVerifiable() and submitSolution(). The second plot on the right side,
Figure 7.3b, displays the approximated overhead of result verification with zk-SNARKs.
Next, both are analyzed in detail.

Figure 7.3a contains three lines. The olive and cyan colored line present the gas con-
sumption for submitting and verifying a solution that is related to map 30 and map 70,
respectively. Since the gas usage for submitting a solution without verification does not
depend on the underlying map, no separation by map is done. At a glance, it can be seen
that submitting a solution including result verification is more expensive (independently
of the used map) than conducting no verification. Additionally, it also becomes clear that
the gas demand of all three variants increases with the instance size. While submitting
a solution of instance size 3 for map 70 needs 168K (no verification) and 729K (with
verification) gas, submitting a solution of instance size 60 for map 70 requires 1.3M,
respectively 2.9M gas.

It is also noticeable that, the cost level of submit-without-ver. (map 70) in Figure 7.3a
rises continuously, while the levels of submit-with-ver. (map 30) and submit-with-ver.
(map 70) increase step-wise. This is caused by the partitioned verification, due to the
lack of dynamic fields within the DSL of ZoKrates. For solutions of size 3 - 60, separate
DSL programs with a varying number of inputs (starting with an instance size of 10,
and increased by steps of 10) are provided. For example, if a TSP solution for 11 cities
is computed, the resulting path has to be padded, according to the expected number
of inputs of the DSL program. Therefore, in our example, the path within the solution
needs nine placeholders and has consequently a length of 20. Due to the fact that such a
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padding is not necessary when no verification is performed, the gas consumption merely
rises continuously.
Finally, Figure 7.3a clarifies, that the submission of solutions based on the smaller map
(with 30 cities) is slightly cheaper than solutions based on the larger map (with 70 cities).
On average, 4% (standard deviation: 1.6%) less gas is needed when a solution is based
on map 30. Within the auction smart contract, a mapping array from city names to its
Ids is lodged to conduct a conversation for each supported map. The aforementioned
difference by map can be explained by a varying iteration effort, when the conversation
from city names to its Ids is executed.
The actual overhead can be approximated by subtracting the gas cost of submitSolution()
from submitSolutionVerifiable(). The result is illustrated in Figure 7.3b. As determined
above, the overhead increases by the size of an instance. The zigzag of both lines in
Figure 7.3b is again reasoned by the verification logic of our DSL programs, which does
also influence the cost ratio between a submission with and without verification. For
example, submitting and verifying a solution with three cities of map 70 is 4.1 times
costlier than performing no verification. When no placeholders are necessary, i.e., a
solution with 10 cities of map 70 the cost ratio is 2.3. Simply put, the cost ratio is better,
if less padding is necessary when a solution is submitted and verified.
Additional time
Another difference between both versions is that a witness and a proof must be generated
off-chain in advance to submit a verifiable solution (see Section 5.2.3). In contrast to the
procedure without verification, a solution must be only computed (off-chain) and is then
ready for submission. Figure 7.4 depicts the time needed to execute the compute-witness
and generate-proof step for TSP instances of size 3 - 60. The values on the x-axis can
be interpreted as follows: 3/m30 means that the instance is of size three and belongs
to map 30. As can be seen, the run-time overall increases by the size of instances. The
step generate-proof takes on average 3.2 (standard deviation: 0.28) times longer than the
compute-witness step. Since the run-time hardly varies between, e.g., 3/m30 to 10/m70,
it seems that the size of the map and instance does not influence the overall run-time.
This is again caused by partitioning logic within the result verification plus the map
organization within the DSL programs. Our implementation allows two maps per DSL
program. The arrays for the maps within these DSL programs, respectively the array
sizes are dominated by the larger one due to restrictions of ZoKrates.
Summing up, submitting and verifying a solution is more expensive than a simple
submission without verification. However, in the latter case it is also not possible to
prove whether a solution was computed correctly. With regard to the relation between
the gas consumption and the instance size, we observed that especially larger instances
are more expensive to submit and to verify, compared to a submitting them without
verification. The average cost ratio between a submission with and without verification
is 2.6 (standard deviation: 0.63), meaning that conducting a verification is 2.6 times
costlier than a simple submission without any check. To gain a better insight into the
composition of costs, a further analysis is necessary. One already known cost driver of
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Figure 7.4: Time in seconds to conduct compute-witness and generate-proof with ZoKrates

result verification is the number of public inputs of our DSL programs, because these
public inputs have to be supplied as well, when the verification is executed on-chain
(see Section 6.3). Therefore, a reduced number of public inputs decreases also the gas
consumption. An optimized variant of result verification with zk-SNARKs is evaluated
in Section 7.4.

7.4 Variants of Result Verification and Cost Efficiency
In this section, the submission and verification of solutions is further analyzed, so that
cost factors can be identified. In addition, an optimized version - result verification
at constant cost - is evaluated and compared with on-chain verification. By on-chain
verification we mean a separate smart contract that ensures whether all requirements for
a valid TSP solution are fulfilled (without cryptographic proofs). Since the difference of
cost between the submission of a solution belonging to map 30 or map 70 is negligible,
we mainly consider instances of map 70 in this section. In total, three versions of result
verification - basic result verification, result verification at constant cost and on-chain
verification are evaluated. Finally, adoptions to the auction smart contract with regard
to cost development are made and analyzed.

7.4.1 Basic Variant of Result Verification
A basic comparison of our auction-based mechanism with and without result verification
has been conducted in Section 7.3. We have found that the total effort for the submission
and verification is rather expensive compared to a simple submission without verification.
Therefore, we aim to learn more about the composition of costs, within the function
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Figure 7.5: Cost overview of submitting a solution plus result verification

submitSolutionVerifiable(), to identify cost factors and to derive possible optimizations.
Here, it can be helpful, to keep the input parameters of the submission function in
mind. Besides the cryptographic proof, the computed path, its hash, the path length and
the map number have to be supplied. The function submitSolutionVerifiable() can be
divided into sub-functions (see Section 6.1). First, the hash of the path is computed and
compared with the input parameter containing the hashed path of the task processor.
Next, preparations for the verification and finally the result verification (with the help of
a smart contract generated by ZoKrates) are performed. If the verification succeeded,
the supplied solution is stored on-chain.

Figure 7.5 depicts the gas cost considering the aforementioned sub-functions of submit-
SolutionVerifiable(). Based on Figure 7.5, it becomes clear that the verification and
the storage operation account for the highest share of the costs, independently of the
instance size. At this point it is worth mentioning that the sub-function verifyTask()
preprocesses the inputs for the function verifyTx(), which performs the actual verification
with zk-SNARKs. Therefore, the cost for the complete verification step can be determined
by forming the sum of verifyTask() and verifyTx(). Both sub-functions require more
gas the larger the instance is. This has two reasons. First, the larger the instance, the
more data or inputs are necessary. Second, a higher amount of inputs also increase the
processing effort on-chain. The same can be applied with regard to storing the solution.
The more data, the costlier the storage process.

7.4.2 Result Verification at Constant Cost

Since we now have a breakdown of costs, targeted optimizations can be carried out. In
Section 5.2, we have decided to write the solution of a task as plaintext on the blockchain
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Figure 7.6: Cost overview of submitting a solution plus result verification at constant
cost

because of simplicity. To keep up with this, the storage process and its location is not
changed. Instead, optimizations are done at the result verification (see Section 6.3). We
call the improved variant result verification at constant cost.

Eberhardt and Tai point out in [21] that the gas cost rise linearly with the number
of inputs provided for the verification function verifyTx() in the verification contract.
Therefore, the goal of this optimization is to reduce the number of public input parameters
of our DSL programs, because these inputs have to be supplied to verifyTx() as well.

The main difference between the basic and optimized version is that the input parameter
for cities (which has an equal length as the instance size) is changed to private and a new
public input (of length two) expecting the hash value of the cities is added. Consequently,
the overall number of input parameters for verifyTx() remain the same, regardless of the
instance size. Further implementation details can be found in Section 6.3.

Figure 7.6 shows the gas consumption when TSP solutions of size 3 - 60 are submitted and
verified in the context of the aforementioned optimization. As expected, the sub-function
verifyTx() requires the same amount of gas for each instance. The sum of verifyTx() and
verifyTask() gives the total cost of the verification. The sub-function compareHashes()
needs more gas, compared to the unmodified variant of result verification (see Figure 7.5).
The reason for this is that, the hash function must now be computed two times (cities
and path) and additional preparatory steps are necessary before the cities can be passed
to the hash function. More precisely, the city names must be converted to its city indices
(Ids). With regard to the auction smart contract, less changes are necessary to integrate
result verification at constant cost.
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Figure 7.7: Cost overview for submitting a solution plus on-chain verification

7.4.3 On-chain Result Verification

So far, we have examined the result verification variants based on zk-SNARKs. Apart
from that, it is also possible to verify results without the help of cryptographic proofs. In
the following, this version is called on-chain result verification. Here, we aim to inspect
on-chain result verification and further compare it with the zk-SNARKs-based verification
functions, whereby the actual comparison is carried out in the next section.

In the context of our scenario, on-chain verification means that a solution for a TSP
problem is verified by a separate smart contract deployed on a blockchain. Instead of
calling the verification function verifyTx() in the auction smart contract when a solution
is submitted, a separate function is triggered which encodes the requirements of a TSP
solution as outlined in the introduction of Chapter 6. To verify the TSP on-chain the
supported distance matrices have to be available on-chain as well.

Figure 7.7 shows the cost distribution of solution submissions, in the setting of on-chain
verification. Concretely, Figure 7.7 visualizes the cost for verification and for writing the
solution on the blockchain. Again, the same instance sizes from 3 - 60 are used. The
way how the solution is stored has not changed. Therefore the costs are nearly the same
as for the variants described above (small deviations are caused by the padding). On
the contrary, the overall cost (sum of both sub-functions) and the effort for the on-chain
verification differs. In addition, it is visible that smaller instances have a moderate gas
consumption, while large instances require a large amount of gas. A detailed comparison
of the introduced variants of result verification is carried out in the next section.
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7.4.4 Comparison of Different Result Verification Variants

Until now, we have separately analyzed the gas consumption of three different result
verification variants with the main focus on the cost composition of the submission and
verification function. The first two verification variants use zk-SNARKs and the third one
the on-chain variant (without cryptographic proofs), to verify TSP solutions. Now all three
variants are compared directly by its cost caused by calling submitSolutionVerifiable().
Similarly, the comparison for the sub-function verifyTask() is given.

Figure 7.8a compares the total cost of executing submitSolutionVerifiable() for each
verification variant by TSP instances of map 70 and of size 3 - 60. At a glance, it
can be seen that the result verification at constant cost (see line "submit-constant")
is continuously cheaper than the non-optimized version of result verification (see line
"submit-basic"). Verifying TSP solutions on-chain is cheaper than the other two variants
for small instances, but more expensive for large ones. Up to an instance size of 29, the
on-chain verification is cheaper than the other two variants. For instances of size 30, the
constant version should be preferred, whereby on-chain verification is at a lower price
for an instance size of 31. Finally, the cost of on-chain verification exceeds the cost of
the constant variant at instance size 40 and the basic variant when a solution with a
path length of 60 is submitted. Overall, we can clearly see, which version is cheaper for
instances of size up to 29 and from 40 ascending. Around the instance size 30, three
intersections with regard to the on-chain and constant variant are visible. To determine
the exact break-even point(s) between 29 and 40, a more detailed analysis is needed.

Since the constant version is continuously less expensive than the basic version of result
verification with zk-SNARKs, we compare hereafter only the on-chain and the constant
result verification in detail. In Figure 7.8b the gas consumption of both previously
mentioned versions, respectively their submission functions, is shown. Here, instance
sizes from 27 - 42 are used, allowing us to examine the above mentioned intersections in
detail. It is noticeable, that instances of size smaller or equal than 29 should be verified
on-chain due to lower cost. The verification of instances of size 30 are cheaper when
zk-SNARKs are used. Further, on-chain verification is more cost-efficient for instances
between the size 31 and 34. Ascending from instance size 35, again the verification with
zk-SNARKs is more favourable (see Table 7.1).

In Figure 7.9 the gas consumption of the verification functions is illustrated. At a first
glance, it can be seen that the ascent of line "verifyTask-onChain" is steeper compared to
the ascent of "verifyTask-basic". Possible reasons are the various number of inputs (per
instance size) and the effort for conducting the actual verification. The different number
of inputs of "verifyTaks-onChain" and "verifyTask-basic" is negligible, as it differs only
by the possible padding (required to tackle the lack of dynamic fields in the ZoKrates
DSL). To verify a TSP solution, the length of the supplied path has to be calculated and
checked against the supplied path length. This can be encoded by a loop, which sums
up the distances between the cities of the path. The difference between both versions is
that, this loop is executed off-chain in case of "verifyTask-basic" and on-chain in case
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Figure 7.8: Cost development of the solution submission and of the verification function
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of on-chain and verification with zk-SNARKs

of "verifyTask-onChain". We conclude that the execution of the loop on the Ethereum
blockchain causes this high cost increase.

With regard to the break-even point, it can be observed that the on-chain verification
is cheaper until (approximately) an instance size of 15. If more than (approximately)
15 cities are of interest, leveraging zk-SNARKs at constant cost is more cost-efficient.
The basic version of verification with zk-SNARKs is cheaper than on-chain verification if
more than (approximately) 45 cities have to be verified. The main statement reasoned by
the evaluation within Figure 7.9 is that, the actual verification at constant cost can be
very cheap and independent of the instance size. The prerequisite to keep the cost so low
is, that all inputs for the verification step are already in an appropriate form. This can
be achieved by preprocessing or if the input structure of, e.g., submitSolutionVerifiable()
corresponds exactly to that of verifyTx(). We have decided to preprocess the inputs,
because of assumed lower costs. In the following section, adoptions within the auction
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smart contract are presented to reduce the need of preprocessing and to save cost.

We assume that the cost discrepancy between on-chain verification and verification with
zk-SNARKS becomes even clearer when instance sizes above 60 are used. However, our
current implementation, more precisely our DSL programs, limits the the instance size
to 60.

7.4.5 Optimized Auction Smart Contract
When an auction is created, the task issuer can enter the city names of interest, which is
rather comfortable than cost-conscious. The fact is that costs can be saved if the indices
of the cities (and the map no.) are given, instead of the city names at task creation,
because the conversation from city names to its indices can be omitted.

The above described versions execute this conversation within the function submitSolu-
tionVerifiable(), to prepare the input parameters for verifyTx(). Among others, the city
indices of the requested cities are necessary (see Section 6.2.1). Since the city indices
are not supplied as parameter of submitSolutionVerifiable() they have to be processed
with the help of the city names and the map number. By removing this step, the gas
consumption can be reduced by further 13% on average (standard deviation: 8.9%). It is
worth mentioning, that larger instances benefit more, e.g., at the instance size of 60, 30%
gas is saved. This is caused by the fact that larger instances entail a higher conversion
effort. This adoption can be applied to all three versions (basic, constant, on-chain)
and decreases the preprocessing effort to conduct result verification. Consequently, the
cost difference between submitting a solution with and without result verification is also
reduced.

Figure 7.10 shows the cost development when the previously described feature is removed

Besides this adoption, more observations should be made in future, maybe with regard to
the input structure of the function submitSolutionVerifiable() for the purpose of further
reducing the total cost.

7.5 Discussion
The result verification within the auction-based environment has been analyzed in detail.
The overhead between the submission with and without verification has been determined.
Furthermore, optimizations with regard to the result verification with zk-SNARKs have
been done. Two different variants of zk-SNARKs based result verification schemes, have
been compared to on-chain verification.

The cost gap between verification and no verification in the auction-based environment
depends on the utilization of the partitions within the result verification. On average,
result verification is costlier by a factor of 2.6 (standard deviation: 0.63).

The adoption of the basic variant of result verification, by reducing the input parameters
of verifyTx() to a constant amount also reduces the overall cost of submitting a verifiable
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of different submission variants in the setting of lightweight
auction smart contract

solution to the auction smart contract. On average, 15% of the costs could be saved
(standard deviation: 2.7%). The difference between no verification and verification at
constant cost, decreases as well. On average, submitting and verifying a solution is only
2.3 times more expensive (standard deviation: 0.59).

The comparison of the gas consumption of the two zk-SNARKs based variants and the
on-chain verification, shows which variant is better suited for which instance size. Since
result verification at constant cost is consistently cheaper than the basic variant, we
consider in the following only the constant version. Based on the cost development over
different instance sizes, we conclude that on-chain verification should be preferred if the
offloaded task contains less or equal than 29 cities. If 30 - 40 cities are requested, it
depends on the utilization of the partition implemented in the result verification, which
variant is more economical. When the instance size is exactly 30, then the constant
version of result verification should be used. However, when instances of size 31 - 34
offloaded, then on-chain verification is more beneficial. As soon as more or equal than
35 cities have to be computed and verified, the zk-SNARKs based variant at constant
cost is more cost-efficient. Table 7.1 summarizes which verification variant should be
preferred for each instance size with regard to low-cost.
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Instance Size
[3; 29] [30] [31; 34] [35; 60]

on-chain zk-SNARKs on-chain zk-SNARKs

Table 7.1: Recommended result verification variant with regard to cost

With regard to the cost distribution of the submission function of all three variants, it
turned out that storing the solution of a task on-chain is a massive cost factor. However,
the storage procedure and possible locations are not in the scope of this theses. Since
costs of the current (on-chain) storage procedure are very high, it may be useful to further
investigate alternative storage locations. Here it is important that the correctness and
the integrity of the solution is still preserved. Besides the storage part, it can be observed
in Figure 7.6, that the effort for computing and comparing hashes of the constant version
increases with larger instance sizes. We figured out that not only the increased effort of
computing hashes is responsible but also its preprocessing caused by the conversion of
city names to its indices (see Section 7.4.2).
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion

Our proposed solution uses blockchain technology to realize computation offloading. By
means of a blockchain, the assignment of resources and the processing of payment can
be carried out in a decentralized manner. Furthermore, task issuers and processors can
freely join and leave the computation platform without any barriers. Offloaded tasks are
computed off the chain, because blockchains are not built for executing resource-intensive
tasks. By using off-chain computations, a task processor must be trusted, due to no
information about the validity of the computation can be provided. To remove the need
of trust between task issuers and processors with regard to computed solutions, a result
verification scheme is integrated which allows to prove whether a computation of a defined
problem was conducted properly. We use zk-SNARKs to verify submitted results.

We aimed to determine the overhead through result verification with zk-SNARKs and
its cost-efficiency. More details and results are outlined in the next paragraph - the
discussion of the research questions.

Discussion of research questions
Three research questions in the field of blockchain-based computation offloading and
result verification schemes were introduced in Chapter 1. Here, concrete answers to these
questions are summarized.

RQ.1 Which result verification schemes are possible?
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, blockchain technology is
not built for executing arbitrary complex computations. Therefore, when a
blockchain is involved in a computation offloading setting, such as the Ethereum
blockchain, off-chain computation should be preferred to preclude the possibility
of exceeding the gas limit per block or cause very high execution cost.
When using off-chain computation, it is questionable, if the result of such a
computation is trustworthy and correct. To gain information with regard to the
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trustworthiness of a result, we have compared four result verification schemes in
Chapter 4. According to our literature research, verifiable-, enclave-based, secure
multiparty and incentive-driven off-chain computation are potential schemes for
result verification.
With regard to the selection of a result verification scheme, we take practicability,
expected cost, security and the limitations of related projects presented in
Chapter 3 into account. We decided to use the verifiable off-chain computation
scheme for our solution approach, because of its universal applicability. In the
field of verifiable off-chaining, three implementations zk-SNARKs, zk-STARKs
and Bulletproofs exist. We use zk-SNARKs to employ result verification in our
system, due to the complexity of the off-chain computation does not influence
the complexity of result verification.

RQ.2 How can blockchain-based computation offloading be integrated with
the selected result verification scheme and an auction-based mecha-
nism?
In Chapter 5 the architecture of the proposed solution approach is described.
The offloading procedure and the auction-based mechanism are both combined
within one smart contract, the auction smart contract, which is deployed on
the Ethereum blockchain. The auction smart contract serves as meeting point
for those, who want to offload a task (task issuers) and task processors, which
offer their computational resources against a fee. The auction smart contract
allows to create an auction (task), submit bids (solutions), end an auction and
to retrieve the solution. All submitted solutions are ranked by a quality criteria.
A task issuer is able to retrieve the solution with the best quality criteria.
The second part, the result verification is achieved by an own smart contract
generated by ZoKrates, a tool which allows to employ zk-SNARKs on the
Ethereum blockhain. The verification smart contract is integrated in the
auction smart contract. In other words, the verification smart contract contains
a verification function, which is called when a solution is submitted. Only if the
verification succeeds, the submitted solution is accepted.
Solutions for tasks are stored on-chain and as plaintext. This decision has pros
and cons. Storing solutions on-chain is easy to achieve, but could be expensive,
the larger a solution is. Storing solutions as plaintext and on-chain is equally
straight forward, but privacy can suffer due to the public nature of blockchains.
Furthermore, doors for malicious activities are opened if data can be accessed
publicly. What we understand by a malicious activity is for example when a
task issuer reads a submitted result, but does pay the task processor for the
computation. We set economic motives, i.e., a stake to prevent such a scenario
and discussed alternative storage and solution delivery concepts in Chapter 5.
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RQ.3 What are the benefits of the proposed solution and when does it make
sense to prefer a verification scheme that proves whether a defined
computation was executed properly over alternative variants?
The benefits of the proposed solution are two fold. First, by means of zk-
SNARKs a task processor can convince a task issuer whether the computation of
an offloaded task was executed properly. Zk-SNARKs fulfill the two requirements
completeness and soundness (see Section 2.3), meaning that correct computations
are accepted with high probability, while incorrect ones are accepted with a
negligibly small probability. To save cost, computations are conducted off-chain
while computation results are verified on-chain. However, the result verification
scheme includes no statement about the quality of the result. This can be
covered by the auction mechanism. Second, the auction-based mechanism
allows that several task processors can contribute to a single task. Thereby,
competition between task processors can be enabled. Furthermore, the possible
greater variety of solutions can enhance the probability of an overall better
solution. This is the reason why the system is truly suitable for offloading
optimization problems.
With regard to cost, a trade-off between verifiable off-chain computation with
zk-SNARKs and alternative variants exist. In Chapter 7, the zk-SNARKs-based
variant has been compared to on-chain verification in the context of offloading
TSP instances of different sizes. By on-chain verification we understand the
verification by a smart contract only without the help of a cryptographic proof.
We figured out, that solutions of TSP instances with less or equal than 29 cities
should be submitted and verified by means of the on-chain variant, due to less
cost. For instances with 30 or more or equal than 35 cities, the option with
zk-SNARKs at constant is more cost-efficient. For instances of size 31 - 34
on-chain verification is cheaper (see Table 7.1).

Future work
In this section, possible extensions and improvements of our blockchain-based offloading
approach with result verification are outlined.

Storage location of solutions
Storing data on a blockchain can be expensive. The more data is written on-chain, the
more gas is needed in case of the Ethereum blockchain. In the evaluation of the proposed
solution, it turned out that a major share of the total cost derives from storing submitted
solutions on-chain. We assume that there is potential to further save cost through
optimized solution delivery and storage processes. Thereby, the layout and composition
of solutions can be reviewed. It is also questionable if its necessary to store entire solutions
on a blockchain or whether a hash or the quality of a solution is also sufficient. In addition,
alternative storage locations such as IPFS can be further investigated with the goal of
reducing the cost of the offloading procedure. Apart from lowering cost, privacy can be
considered when alternative storage locations and procedures are examined, so that only
the task issuer can read a corresponding solution.
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Cost-aware result verification
A trade-off between the result verification with zk-SNARKs and, e.g., on-chain verification
exists when the TSP problem is offloaded. In the future, it can be beneficial if the result
verification scheme can be selected in advance, e.g., by the task issuer or processor.
Another possibility is that the auction smart contract automatically derives the most
cost-efficient verification variant depending on, e.g., the number of requested cities at
auction creation. However, this trade-off can differ between use-cases and has to be
evaluated first. Nevertheless, such a feature can help to save cost.

This thesis presented an approach to realize computation offloading and result verification
by means of blockchain technology and zk-SNARKs. Based on the evaluation, which
outlines the overhead, cost drivers and the cost-efficiency of result verification with
zk-SNARKS, we have shown that the result verification can be carried out at constant
cost. Furthermore, we derived options to improve our blockchain-based computation
offloading approach in future.
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